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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is an examination of Papago derivational 

morphology. Chapter One proposes a classification of lexical items 

based on the elements ~ and ~ in Papago. There is a category of lexi

cal items which takes~, but not ~ (£-words), a category of lexical 

items which takes~, but not ~ (~-words), and a category of lexical 

items which take neither (0-element words). The classification, estab

lished on purely formal grounds, has clear semantic correlates. Fur

ther, given these three categories, the logical possibil ities for 

derivational morphology are the following: ~-word to ~-word, ~-word to 

~-word, ~-word to 0-element word, 0-element word to 0-element word, 

0-element word to ~-word, 0-element word to ~-word, and s-word to 

~-word, ~-word to ~-word, and ~-word to 0-element word. Not all of 

these are instantiated; in particular, ~-words are not subject to this 

simple derivational scheme. Chapters Two through Five present an anal

ysis of a representative sample of derivational suffixes in Papago, 

exempl ifying the first six logical possibil ities. Chapter Six discuss

es the complications posed by ~-words. 

xi i 



CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

This is a study of derivational morphology in Papago. To 

satisfactorily treat such a topic the first task is to establ ish the 

categories of Papago lexical items. This chapter is devoted to this 

topic. 

The Categories 

Lexical items are standardly assigned to lexical categories so 

that these items may be treated as members of a set. This procedure has 

resulted in, for Engl ish, such categories as noun, verb, adjective, ad

verb, preposition and so on. The labels of these categories are at 

times also used to identify sets of lexical items for languages other 

than the Engl ish language. 

Howeve" there is no particular reason to bel ieve that whatever 

divisions are made among English lexical items can be directly applied 

to other languages. In Papago, specifically, there is no one-to-one 

correlation with the lexical categories of English. Papago has been 

presumed to have the category noun and the category verb; that is, 

Papago words which translate English nouns are called nouns and (some 

of the) Papago words which translate Engl ish verbs are called verbs. 

But, at this point the parallel stops. All other category labels for 

Engl ish are unsatisfactory to accurately describe the lexical categories 



of Papago, although some studies have used the category labels of 

Enyl ish for Papago, noting the exceptions and differences. 

2 

I will attempt to establ ish a system by which all of the lexical 

categories of Papago can be handled with, hopefully, the greatest accu

racy. In my treatment of the Papago lexical categories I will use the 

elements ~ and ~- as defining elements. The particle which I am calling 

the element ~ has been called the I noun marker' since it always occurs 

with lexical items that correspond to what are categorized as nouns in 

Engl ish. The particle ~ has also been called an article; however, it 

does not cor,espond to what is lexically an article in English. So, ~ 

translates into Engl ish sentences sometimes as the definite article, 

sometimes as the indefinite article and other times as the absence of an 

article. I am not concerned here with labell ing~, beyond calling it 

~he element~. Therefore, I will simply note that the ~ occurs with a 

subset of the lexical items and will identify these lexical items by 

this property to be in one category, ~-element words. 

The element s- is associated with Papago lexical items that 

have been called adverbs, adjectives and most recently, stative verbs. 

I will, however, simply identify all of these words which take the ele

ment s- as s-words. 

So far, I have lexi~al items that take the element ~ and words 

that take the element s. A third category is composed of words that 

take neither the ~ or the~; hence, these words will be called zero

element words. The vast majority of Papago lexical items fall into one 

of these three classes. However, there is a residue of words which 



appear to ''mix'' categories. For example there are words that can occur 

with both ~ and ~- simultaneously and words that are to be analyzed as 

a combination of ~-element and ~-element categories. I will refer to 

these as mixed words. Interestingly, all such words involve the parti-

cle s-. 

By using these two elements as the basis upon which the lexical 

items of Papago are categorized, the following three-way classification 

results, ignoring mixed-words. 

g X 0 0 

s- 0 X 0 

gogs s-toha him 
'dog' 'white' 'walking' 

In the first column the I exi cal item~ 'dog' occurs with the~: in 

column two the lexical item s-toha 'white' occurs with ~-: and column 

three ~as the lexical item him 'walking' which allows neither of these 

two elements. With this three-way classification it is possible to 

categorize every Papago lexical item, including the mixed-words which 

depend on it. Table I gives a sample of some Papago lexical items, 

according to this classification. 

The Result 

3 

Every lexical item in Papago falls into one of these four class-

es; that is, the four-way division above results in a classification 

which exhausts the set of lexical items. An interesting, and perhaps 

unexpected, consequence of the division just introduced is that a 

certain semantic coherence follows from it: Each of the four classes 



Table 1. Classification of Lexical Items 

,9,.-element words 

gogs I dog I 

mi:stol'cat ' 

cucul 'chicken ' 

ceoj 'boy' 

hemajkam Ipersonl 

nowi I hand I 

kahio 'leg I 

kal it Iwagon I 

1 i :wa I jacket I 

~u:~k I shoes I 

ki: 'house ' 

kui 'mesquite' 

e-ma~camdam 'student ' 

ha-ma~camdam 'teacher ' 

ma lis padag I lid I 

on 'salt' 

himdag 'culture ' 

bihugimdag 'hunger' 

daiku~ 'chair ' 

wo'iku9 'bed ' 

pa:ntaku~ 'bre~; panl 

~-element words 

cipkan 'working ' 

neok 'talkling ' 

me~ 'running' 

him 'walking' 

e-waila 'dancing ' 

hi:nk 'yell ing, barking' 

neid 'seeing' 

~onhin 'hitting' 

huhu'id 'chasing ' 

ceggia 'fighting' 

ne'ihim 'going:along:singing ' 

ce:gim Iwent:to:see l 

pa:ntam 'went:to:make:bread ' 

onpig 'removing:salt' 

huat 'making:baskets ' 

onmad 'adding:salt' 

pa:nt 'making:bread ' 

ki:t 'making:a:house ' 

ko:sc 'cause:to:sleep' 

himc 'cause:to:walk' 

s-ko:simc 'cause:to:desire' 

4 



Table 1 Continued. 

s-element words 

s-toha 'white' 

s-cuk 'black' 

s-baga 'ang ry' 

s-nala~magi 'orange' 

s-gi:k 'fat' 

s-gak 'skinny' 

s-ju:k. :deep' 

s-da:pk 'slippery' 

s-wailidag 'good dancer' 

s-himidag 'good walker' 

s-mel idag 'good runner' 

s-kaidag 'noisy' 

s-gogogsig 'many:dogs: 
in:an:area' 

s-i 'im 'desirous:to:drink' 

s-ko:sim 'desirous:to:sleep' 

s-pa9ma '1 azy' 

s-wihonig 'messy' 

s-kawk 'hard' 

s-we:c 'heavy' 

s-ho'ig 'many:stickers: 
in:an:area' 

Some "mixed" words 

s-iattomkam '1 iar, one who 
1 ies' 

s-e:skam 'thief, one who 
steals' 

s-dahidkam 'good rider' 

s-himidkam 'a good walker' 

s-a'aimakam 'cry baby' 

s-cu-da'akam 'stingy one' 

s-wail idkam 'good dancer' 

s-bagakam 'angry one' 

s-huatadkam 'good weaver' 

s-abamkam 'lucky one' 

s-i'idkam 'drinker' 

s-padmakam 'lazy one' 

s-banmakam 'greedy one' 

5 



has a specifiable semantic property, a property which is distinct from 

the remaining three. 

Words that take the s-element are easy to characterize: all of 

the members of this class refer to an attribute or a property. Consi

der, for example, s-toha 'white', s-cuk 'black', s-gaki 'skinny', 

s-paQma 'lazy'. Similarly straightforward are the zero-element words. 

All words in this class refer to an event. Consider, e.g., him 'walk

ing', ~ 'running', neok 'speaking', ne'ihim 'singing along'. 

6 

The other two ciasses, ~-elem~nt words and mixed words, are 

semantically distinct from these -- and from each other. However, they 

are different from s-element words and 0-element words in that a single 

generalization doesn't extend across the class. The ~-element class, by 

and large, consists of words that refer to tangible and concrete ob

jects; ~ 'dog', mi:stol 'cat', nowl 'hand', mo'o 'head', je'e 

'mother', we:nag'sibl ing', mi:sa 'table', wo'ikuQ 'bed', etc. This set 

also includes words which are created by attaching the suffix -~, e.g. 

nowidag 'sleeve', kahiodag 'pantleg', ma'ispadag 'lid', 'i:wagdag 

'greens', 2nd ki:dag 'casing'. Included among such words is a small 

subset that do not refer to concrete or tangible objects. This subset 

includes words I ike the following: himdag 'culture', bihugimdag 

'hunger', tonamdag 'thirst', gewkogdag 'tiredness'. All such words 

have to do with physical or mental states. Thus, the ~-element words 

include a large number of words which refer to concrete and tangible 

objects and a relatively small group of words which refer to objects of 

a less tangible nature. 
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Finaliy, mixed words. These words involve some combination of 

the semantic characteristic described for s-words and one of the other 

two possibil ities. Simplest to illustrate this point are words that 

normally occur with the suffix -kam, words which take ~- and ~ simultan

eously. ~- and ~-element words include: s-iattomkam 'I iar', s-e:skam 

'thief', s-melidkam 'a good runner, one who is a good runner', 

s-himidkam 'a good walker, one who is a good walkeri. These words all 

are internally complex; here am primarily concerned with their result 

as being ~- and ~ words. As ~-element words they satisfy the semantic 

condition of being some property or attribute; s-himidkam 'a good walk

er'; as ~-element words they satisfy the condition be referring to some 

concrete thing or object: s-himidkam 'a good walkeri. Thus, these are 

words that satisfy the semantic condition of ~- and ~-element words 

simultaneously. 

In general, then, the four-way classification, a classification 

based solely on formal properties or words, results in three reasonably 

coherent semantic classes and a fourth whose properties are predictable 

from the particular mix. There is no reason to expect this result at 

the outset. The fact that the classification introduced above has such 

consequences offers support for the division with which we began and the 

criteria upon which it is based. 

I have shown that each of the classes of Papago words has a 

definite semantic coherence. am concerned now with their syntactic 

behavior. I assume three basic syntactic functions: argument, argu

ment-taker, and modifier. The terms argument and modifier are used 



relatively standardly. But argument-taker, I refer to the element 

which specifies the number (and type) of arguments in a sentence. So, 

in Papago every (non-imperative) sentence has an AUX and some other 

word. 

(1) a. ?oan' am 'You (pI) are/were cryi ng. I 

cry aux 

b. Nam ~oan 'Are/Were you (pI) crying?' 

aux cry 

(2) a. N-ceggia 10 'He is/was fighting me. 1 

me-fight aux 

b. No n-ceggia 'Was/ls he fighting me?1 

aux me-fight 

8 

This other word is the argument-taker. The arguments to the argument

taker can be given by bound elements that mark number and person. These 

bound elements can also be accompanied by overt arguments. Each of the 

four classes of words is distinct in terms of their functional possibil

ities. 

(3) 

(4) 

0-element words are always argument-takers. 

Cipkan 10 g Huan. 

working aux g John 

'John is working. I 

lAb '0 him g Mali:ya. 

there aux walking g Mary 

'Mary is coming.' 
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In contrast, ~-element words are most commonly arguments. The following 

Papago sentences are illustrative. 

(5) Ko: ~ '0 g~. 

sleeping aux g dog. 

'The dog is sleeping.' 

(6) A:ni 'an kegcid 9 mi:sa. 

aux cleaning 9 table. 

'I am cleaning the table.' 

(7) Cipkan '0 9 ii-je'e. 

working aux g my:mother 

'My mother is working. ' 

(8) S-ke:gaj '0 g ii-himdag. 

beautiful aux g my:culture. 

'My culture is beautiful.' 

(9) Huan 10 s-bi :dagi mo'o. 

John aux dirty h~ir 

'John's hair is dirty.' 

'John has dirty hair.' 

In reference to a-element words within a sentence it must be 

pointed out that the ~ need not be present. That is, ~-element words 

are those which are capable of occurring with the ~, but the ~ does not 

obI igatorily accompany the word in a Papago sentence. For instance, in 

a good Papago sentence where the ~-element word occurs initially in the 

sentence the ~ cannot be present, since there is a rule in Papago which 

does not allow the ~ to occur at the beginning of a sentence. Note the 

following example. 



(10) Gogs 10 ko: ~. 

dog aux sleep 

'The dog is sleeping.' 

Were the ~ present preceding the ~-element word~, the sentence 

would not be good. 

( 11) '~g gog s 10 ko: ~ • 

9 dog aux sleep 

10 

A similar thing happens in sentences with possessive construc

tions. This can be seen in sentences (13) and (14). In sentences with 

possessive constructions the possession marker occurs with the ~-element 

word 1 ike in n-je'e Imy mother ' , and the ~-element will occur with the 

whole unit when used in a sentence. The ~ no longer occurs immediately 

before the ~ word, je'e 'mother ' . Within the sentence the possessive 

construction would have the following form. 

(12) g n-jele 

g my-mother 

Imy mother ' 

(13) Cipkan 10 g n-jele. 

work aux g my-mother 

'My mother is working. I 

The possessive construction acts much like the simple ~-element word 

jele 'mother ' when it occurs at the beginning of a sentence, that is, 

the ~ is no longer necessary. 
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(14) N-je'e '0 cipkan. 

my-mother aux work 

'My mother is working.' 

Other examples of where the ~ does not occur with the ~-element word 

are sentences with the word wud (commonly termed the 'copula'), senten

ces where the ~-word occurs with a postposition, and sentences where the 

~-word is the argument-taker. 

or 

Words in the s-element class can function either as modifiers: 

(15) S-cukgogs '0 hi:nk. 

black dog aux bark 

'The black dog is barking.' 

(16) S-wegi koton 'an wakon. 

red shirt aux wash 

'I am washing the red sh i rt. ' 

as an argument taker: 

(17) Huan '0 s-gak. 

John aux skinny 

'John is skinny. , 

(18) Hi :stol '0 s-toha. 

cat aux white 

'The cat is white.' 

S-words 1 ike ~-words merely allow the presence of ~ and the ~ like the 

~ need not aiways be present. An example of this is when the ~-word is 

negated by the word £l 'not'. This type of negation is possible only 
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when the s-word is functioning as an argument-taker like in the 

following: 

(19) Huan 10 pi gak. 

John aux neg skinny 

IJohn is not skinny. I 

(20) A'a1 10 pi nakos ig. 

children aux neg noisy 

'The children are not noisy.' 

Finally, words in the mixed function only as arguments or argu

ment-takers, depending on the category "mixed" with !.-. So, the.[ and 

!.-words in (21) and (22) are arguments. 

(21) Husi '0 d s-wail idkam. 

Joe aux d (a) good dancer 

IJoe is a good dancer. I 

(22) lAb 10 him g s-wai1 idkam 

Loc. au~ walk g good dancer 

IHere comes the good dancer. I 

The ~ and !.-word in (21) occurs only with the!. and in (22) it occurs 

with both. (This difference is connected to the presence in the former 

of the word ~, but the details go far beyond what is necessary to this 

discussion. See, however, the appendix to this chapter.) These two 

possibilities exhaust how.[ and !.-words can occur in a sentence. That 

is, they can occur with just the!. or with both ~ and!. but never with 

just~. There are some interesting difference~ related to these two 

possibilities. First, when just the s is present the!. and ~-word 
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behaves more 1 ike an s-word. That is, the ~ and ~-word has the semantic 

value of being some property or is a word which describes some abstract 

characteristic. Thus, in sentence (20) the ~ and ~-word, s-wail icikam 

'a good dancer ' , is describing an attribute and referring to some ab

stract qual ity. When the ~ occurs with the ~ and ~-word it is the ~ 

which is crucial. In (21) both! and the ~ are present, but here the 

word s-wailidkam is more 1 ike the regular ~-words; that is s-wailidkam 

in sentence (21) refers to some concrete object. 

Particles 

There is a small group of words which does not fit into the four 

categories I have proposed for Papago. These words I will call parti

cles. These words do not pose a problem for the four-way division of 

Papago lexical items since they can simply be listed. These words can 

in no way be defined by either ~ or ~ and are not members of the zero

element words. Table 2 is a portion of this 1 ist. 

Although none of these particles can be defined by the element 

! or ~, some of them can interact with (or must occur with) words of the 

four basic categories. Here I will only give a few examples. The 

future marker £ can only occur with words that have the semantic value 

levent', thus all 0-element words can occur with the future marker. 

(23) Huan lat 0 cipk. 

John aux fut. work 

'John will work. I 



Table 2. Elements Outside the Classification 

10 the auxil iary and all of its possible forms; 
Ian; lac; ;ap and so on 

o the future marker 

pi negative marker 

n question marker 

n-, t-, e- reflexive prefixes 

n-, t- pronoun object markers 

n-, t-, m-

Ian, lab, lam, lim 

la:ni, la:pi 

s, ki, p, cern 

hab 

~a, s i, ~a Ii 

m 

k, kuc, kun 

possessive pronoun markers 

postpositionais and locatives 

personal pronouns and all its other person 
and number forms 

various aspectual markers 

intensifiers, detensifiers 

subordinator 

conjunctions 

14 
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The possessive prefixes, as was shown earlier in an example, occur with 

~-element words, words that refer to some concrete object. 

(24) Mali:ya 'at wapko g n-o:gl kokton. 

Mary aux wash 9 my:father:shirts 

'Mary washed my father's shirts.' 

The question marker ~, on the other hand, does not interact with any 

word from the four categories since it interacts solely with the aux. 

(25) a. ~oak ~ g 'al i. 

cry aux g baby 

'The baby is crying.' 

b. N-o ~oak g 'al i. 

n-aux cry g baby 

'Is the baby crying?' 

Derivational Morphology 

Having establ ished the lexical categories of Papago -- and con

sidered some of the consequences and complexities involved -- we are 

ready to turn to the basic topic of this work: What are the elements 

by which a word from one category can be changed to another? 

The derivational morphology of Papago includes suffixes only. 

Some such suffixes have a very I imited distribution and will be ignored 

here. Others are much more productive; it is these to which we will 

devote our attention. Table 3 is a I ist of the suffixes at issue. 



Table 3. Suffixes 

-kuq -meq 

-pig -kam 

-t -dag 

-a -im 

-ig -cud 

-mad -him 

-him -dam 

In the discussion on each of the suffixes I will be concerned with the 

following points. 

What is lexical category of the lexical item to which the 

suffix is attached? 

What category does the word have after the suffix is 

attached? 

What are the semantic changes that accompany the lexical 

change? 

The answers I propose in regard to the first two questions are 

easily summarized in Table 4. 
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All of the suffixes involve a category change, except -him, 

-med, and one use of -cud. That is, in the case, for example, of a ~

word going to a ~-element word, the result is a word that no longer fits 

the description of nor functions 1 ike a ~-element word. Once the suffix 

is attached, the word is a ~-element word and, therefore, fulfills both 



the semantic and syntactic descriptions offered above for a 0-element 

wor-d. 

Table 4. Classification of Suffixes 

-mad 

-pig 

-t 

-ig 

-dag 

-im 

-dam 

-kuq 

-a 

-him 

-me~ 

-cud 

-kam 

changes ~-words into 0-element words 

changes ~-words into s-words 

changes 0-element words into s-words 

changes 0-element words into ~-words 

changes 0-element words into 0-element words 

changes 0-element words into 0-element words 

changes s-element words into 0 and s-words 

changes ~-element words into ~ and ~-words 

An interesting distributional property is revealed in Table 4. 
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A consideration of the logical possibilities suggests some gaps, if the 

patterns in Table 4 are exhaustive. In particular, there are no suffix

es taking a ~-word and yielding another ~-word. And, there are no 
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suffixes taking an ~-word and yielding either a ~-word or a ~-element 

word; rather, any suffix which takes an ~-word yields a mixed category 

word. In fact, there is one suffix with a relatively limited range 

which takes ~-words and gives ~-words. The suffix is -kam and the words 

involved are primarily used in descriptive names. (26) gives some ex-

amples of ~-words, paired with another ~-word plus -kame 

(26) kahio 'leg I kahiokam lone with a leg ' 

molo 'head ' mo'okam lone with a head ' 

da:k Inose l da:kkam 'one with a nose' 
..., 

wuhi leye' wuhikam 'one with an eye' 

~u:~k I shoes I ~u:~kkam lone with shoes I 

And, in (27) are examples of these as descriptive names, or nicknames. 

(27) U:s Kahiokam 'Wooden Leg ' 

Hodai Wuhikam 'Rock Eye ' 

Pag ~u:~kkam 'Broken-down Shoes I 

So, the one big gap has to do with s-words. 

I am concerned, in Chapters Two through Four, with the suffixes 

that involve some simple category change, i.e. where the result is not 

a mixed word. Chapter Five discusses suffixes that do not involve a 

category change. Chapter Six discusses the special properties of mixed 

words and the suffix -kam and one use of the suffix -cud. Chapter 

Seven offers a brief consideration of themes that appear during the 
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discussion of the other chapters, including speculations on the 

morphological gap associated with s-words. 

Final Considerations 

The suffixes considered in this dissertation are not exhaustive. 

include no discussion of inflectional suffixes. Inflectional suffixes 

normally attach to ~-element words, augmenting it in some fashion and 

not changing its category. Some of these suffixes are listed in (28). 

(28) -ad e.g. cipkan-ad (working-ad) 'v.;11 be working' 

-p e.g. ce:gio-p (went to see-p) 'went to see X 
repeatedly' 

-ka'i e.g. j iwia-ka' i (arrive-ka' i) 'upon arrivi ng' 

-ok e.g. 'e-gegusid-ok (eat/feed oneself-ok) 'finish 
eating' 

And, the list of derivational suffixes in Table 4 is not exhaustive, 

although it is representative. Examples of some of the excluded suffix-

es are listed below: 

(29) -id/jul id 

kuswio-jul id 'to carry something for someone on the neck' 

hihido-lid 'to cook something for someone' 

wapkon-id 'to wash something for someone' 

neok-julid 'to speak for someone, to read' 

o'ohon-jutld 'to writa something for sorn~ane' 

(0) -.1 

mo'o-~ 'to press something with the head' 

kei-~ 'to step on something' 

hek-~ 'to hold something under one's underarm ' 
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huk-~ 'to hold something with one's fingernail' 

kam-~ 'to hold something in one's mouth' 

hon-~ 'to press on something with one's back' 

ton-~ 'to press on something with one's knee, to kneel 
on something' 

dai-~ 'to sit on something' 

kai-? 'to hold something in between one's legs' 

nak-!i 'to hold something by pressing with one's ear' 

ki 'i-~ 'to hold something in between one's teeth' 

wam'-~ 'to hold something in one's mouth, something I iqu i d' 

(31) c-k-wua 

mo'o-c-k-wua 'to knock something down, over with one's head' 

ke i -c-k-wua 'to knock something down, over with one's foot' 

ton-c-k-wua 'to knock something down, over with one's knee' 

hon-c-k-wua 'to knock something down, over with one's back' 

att-c-k-wua ' to knock something down, over with one's butt' 

~on-c-k-wua ' to knock something down, over with one's hand' 

mel-c-k-wua 'to knock something down, over by running into 
it, by car, horse' 

rna' i -c-k-wua 'to knock something down, over by hitting with 
an object, a round object, rock, ball' 

gew-c-k-wua 'to knock something down, over by hitting with 
an object, 1 ike a stick' 

(32) -to 

mel-to 'all have left, people all have 1 eft by automobile' 

him-to 'all have left, people all have left by foot' 

juk-to 'finished, stopped raining' 
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~ 

hewi-to 'finished, stopped blowing wind ' 
~ 

hugi-to 'finished eating all (of something) I 

Ii Ii-to 'finished drinking all (of something) 
~ 

hag i-to 'finished melting, burning down I 

ko' i-to 'finished eating something, ate it all Upl 



Appendix on (Wu)Q 

categorize the word wud as a ~-~lement word since 

syntactically it acts like the other 0-element words in that it func

tions as an argument-taker. However, semantically, ~ does not fit 

into the category of 0-element words since it does not have the semantic 

value of being some event, like ko:S 'sleeping' or him 'walking'. 

WuQ as an argument-taker can take all ~-element words as argu

ments as well as all other words that are able to function as arguments. 

The following sentences give some more examples of wuQ. 

(1) Mali:ya 10 q maistla. 

Mary aux ~ teacher 

'Mary is a teacher. I 

(2) Huan 10 9 ceoj. 

John aux 9 boy 

'John is a boy. I 

'A:~i Ian wug makai. 

aux wu9 doctor 

I I am a doctor. I 

Note here that when the ~ occurs with the ~-element word the ~ is no 

longer present. Earlier it was mentioned that ~-element words do not 

necessarily require the presence of the ~ and that the ~ would be absent 

when the word wUQ occurs with the ~-element word. It is impossible for 

wuQ and ~ to occur simultaneously in a sentence. 
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CHAPTER 2 

G-WORDS TO 0-ELEMENT WORDS 

Introduction 

This chapter considers words that change, with the addition of 

a suffix from ~-words to 0-element words. 

The Suffix -mad 

The first simple suffix ·that I will discuss is the suffix -mad. 

The following is a set of lexical items all of which are ~-words. 

g-words 

'on 'salt' 

'asugal 'sugar' 

cut i 'flour' 

ko ' oko I ' ch i Ie' 

s i to 1 ' honey' 

'oil 'oil' 

~awon 'soap' 

pimiando 'pepper' 

The gloss for the above words clearly indicates that these words refer 

to concrete objects. The sentences below illustrate that these words 

exhibit the requisite syntactic properties. 

(1) Nap taicu g on? 

N:aux want g salt 

'Do you want the salt?' 

23 
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(2) Huan 10 s-na:k g s itol • 

John aux likes g honey 

IJohn likes honey. I 

(3) Husi 10 pi na:k g kolokol. 

Joe aux not I ike g ch i Ie 

IJoe does not like chile. I 

The derivational process involving the suffix -mad is as follows: 

0-element words 

lon:mad 

lasugal :mad 

CUi i :mad 

ko'okol :mad 

s ito I :mad 

'oi 1 :mad 

~awon:mad 

pimiando:mad 

(I use a colon to indicate the break between the different parts of 

words; orthographically, the words will appear as follows: 'onmad, 

'asugalmad, CUi imad, ko'okolmad, sitolmad, 'oilmad, etc.) These new 

words with -mad now are 0-element words, words which refer to some event. 

The new glosses for all of these words indicate this change. 

ii-element words 

'onmad 'adding salt, salting something I 

'asugalmad 'adding sugar, sugaring' 

cu'imad 'adding flour, flouring' 



'oilmad 'adding oil, oiling' 

~awonmad 'adding soap to something, soaping' 

pimiantomad 'adding pepper, reppering something' 
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The following sentences illustrate how these new words are able to func

tion as 0-element words, as argument-takers in good Papago sentences. 

(4) Husi 10 'am 'asu2almad g 'e-kawh i. 

Joe aux there sugar:mad 9 his:coffee 

IJoe adds sugar to his coffee. , 

(5) Mali:ya '0 ~awoiimad 9 'e-molo. 

Mary aux soap:mad 9 her:hair 

'Mary is soaping her hair.' 

(6) Klisti:na '0 cu'imad g cu:hug. 

Christina aux flour:mad 9 meat 

'Christina is flouring the meat.' 

It appears that the meaning of 0-element words formed with the 

suffix -mad is, as these examples illustrate, 'to do something with a 

~-word, essentially what one would characteristically do with the~

word'. So, the new 0-element word ~awonmad. ~awon, 'soap' plus -mad, 

means 'to do with soap, what one would characteristically do with soap', 

that is, Ito soapl; similarly, we have lasugalmad 'to sugar' or 'onmad 

'to salt'. 

If these words suggest a certain meaning for -mad, they also 

indicate that the suffix attaches only to words of a particular semantic 

sort. All these ~-element words are ones which can be, or characteristi

cally are, added to other things. That is, it is not possible for this 
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suffix to attach to ~-element words which do not have the possibil ity of 
v 

being so interpreted. So, for example ~ 'dog', mistol 'eat', nowi 

'hand', kalit 'wagon' cannot normally be added to something as one would 

add chile, salt, pepper, or sugar, and these words do not occur with 

suffix -mad. 

It should be made clear that not all words which have the meaning 

of 'adding something to something' are derived by the suffix -mad. It is 

in fact quite common for there to exist in Papago other lexical items, 

~-element words, which have these meanings. For example, the meaning 'to 

add water, to water' is expressed by the word 'wake or wa:; the word 

hehwogij is the lexical ite~ for 'to cool, to add cold to something'; 

the word ma:sid is one which has the meaning 'to add color, to paint'. 

None of these words are derived by using the suffix -mad. Thus, it 

seems to be the case that if there already exists a lexical item that 

has the meaning 'to add an object or tangible thing to something' there 

does not need to be a new word formed using the suffix -mad. There are 

only a few exceptions; an example is 'asugalmad 'to add sugar, to sweet

en' where there also exists 'i 'owi 'to sweeten, to add sugar'. (I might 

also note that there is a syntactically straightforward way of expressing 

'add an object to something'. We:nad 'add' is used in a sentence along 

with the ~-element word that might ordinarily take the suffix -mad. 

Such is the case in the following: 

(7) A:ni 'ant 'am we:nad g asugal g n-kawhi. 

aux there added g sugar g my:coffee 

'I added sugar to my coffee.' 
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To summarize, -mad attaches to a ~-word which has the semantic 

property of being added to something and the result is a ~-element word 

which means roughly, 'to do with x what is characteristically done wit~ 

x'. There is a further requirement that, in 3eneral, a word which indi

cates essentially the same action must not already exist, if -mad is to 

be successfully attached to some ~-element word. 

A few words with -mad that we have not yet considered are sl ight

Iy less straightforward, but they pose no overwhelming difficulties for 

the general izations proposed. Consider the following: 

g-element words 

jeweg 'land, dirt' 

ku:bs 'smoke, dust' 

siswui 'spit' 

kulan 'medicine' 

When -mad is attached, the following words result. 

0-element words 

jewe~mad 'to get dirty, getting dirty' 

ku:bsmad 'making dusty, smokey' 

siswuimad 'spitting on something' 

kulanmad 'making well, applying medicine' 

Here the ~-word and the 0-element word formed from it by adding -mad 

are obviously related in meaning, but it is sl ightly less easy to state 

exactly what the relationship is. Nonetheless, these words, I ike the 

other -mad words, function both semantically and syntactically I ike 



0-element words. The following Papago sentences illustrate these 

characteristics. 

(9) Hewel 'at jeweQmad g n-hehel iga. 

wind aux got dirty g my:hanging:laundry 

'The wind got my laundry dirty.' 

(10) Ha-na:da 'at t-ku:bsmad. 

their:fire aux us:made:smokey 

'Their fire got us smokey.' 

(11) Makai lat n-kulanmad. 

doctor aux me:made:well 

'The doctor made me well ,I 

Where these particular derived 0-element words are concerned, none of 

the objects at issue are characteristically 'added ' to something else; 

rather they end up on other things -- and generally unintentionally, 
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The number of ~-words that can take the suffix -mad and become 

a 0-element word are few. In fact, the two 1 ists of -mad words above 

are exhaustive, to the best of my knowledge. This is no doubt due to 

the restrictions on the type of object and the type of event described 

above. There are only a few ~-words that are characteristically added 

to other things. Also, the already existing 0-element words which have 

the meaning of Ito add an object to something' as well as the already 

existing word 'add' we:nad reduces the necessity for -mad. 

The Suffix -pig 

The suffix -~ 1 ike the suffix -mad attaches to words belonging 

to the ~-e1ement category and gives a 0-e1ement word. The interesting 
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compl ication here is that besides attaching to ~-words, the suffix -El[ 

can also attach to parts of words or stems. 

The following is a 1 ist of ~-words that can take the suffix -El[. 

Each of these words fit the description for a ~-word. The gloss indi

cates that they refer to objects. All can occur with the element ~ in 

a sentence, and when occurring in a sentence each of these words func

tions as an argument. 

g-words 

Ion 'salt ' 

wopo I fur I 

wippido 'testicles ' 

na:k learl 

hoi i 'sticker ' 

kai 'seed, seeds ' 

le~a lentra i 1 s, ins ides I 

The following sentences illustrate these words as the arguments of 

Papago sentences. 

(12) Nap ha-enga 9 on. 

N:aux some: own g salt 

100 you have some salt?' 

(13) 'Amai 10 mu l ic 9 hoi i • 

there aux many 9 stickers 

'There are many stickers there. I 

lei lapt gkai 



(14) ~a: cu ka i lapt lei? 

what seeds aux planted 

'What kind of seeds did you plant?' 

(15) Napt I am I i-woso 9 wopo. 

N:aux there dir.:sweep g fur 

'Did you sweep up the fur?' 

With the affixation of -Eli to these ~-words, the forms are as 

follows. 

£I-element words 

'on:pig 

wopo:pig 

wippido:pig 

na:k:pig 

hoi i :pig 

kai :pig 

'onpig 

wopopig 

wi pp idopig 

nakpig 

hoi ipig 

kaipig 

I remov i ng sa 1 t ' 

'removing fur' 

'removing testicles, castrating' 

'removing (part of) the ear, 
notching' 

'removing stickers' 

'removing seeds I 

Each of these words are now no longer g-words but Qre now members of 
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the £I-element category. The following sentences show these words func-

tioning as £I-element words, that is, functioning as argument-takers and 

not as arguments in the sentence. And, most importantly, the new words 

are now events and not objects. 

(16) Huan 10 wopopig 9 ko:j i el idag. 

John aux removing:fur 9 pig skin 

'John is removing the fur from the pig skin.' 



( 17) Husi '0 ha-nakpig 9 wipsilo. 

Joe aux them:removing:ear 9 calves 

'Joe is notching the calves' ears. , 

(18) Mal i :ya '0 kaipig g ha'icu bahidag. 

Mary 'aux removing:seeds g something's fruit 

'Mary is removing seeds from the fruit.' 

The following are more examples of words with the suffix -£![. 

0-element words 

'elpig 'removing skin, peel ing' 

hagpig 'removing leaves' 

celpig 'removing (something) by scrap i ng , 

'o~pig 'removing sand' 

hukpig 'removing something by us ing fingernai 1 s' 

~onpig 'removing something by hitting' 

gi'ipig 'removing fat' 
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In all of these words the concept of 1 removing 1 is still present, e.g. 

hagpig 'removing leaves; oQpig 'removing sand' and gi'ipig 'removing 

fat'. The difference is that in each of these words the suffix -pig is 

attached to only part of a word of a stem. So, in the word hagpig 

(~+ £l[), for example, ~ is not a word in its own right. 

In each of these words, however, the piece to which -£l[ attach

es can be found in related words. In the word hagpig 'removing leaves', 

the form ~ is in the word meaning leaves, ha:hag and in the word 

'oQpig, the form 109 is obviously from the word meaning sand '0'09. In 

the word gi' ipig, 'removing fat', the form ~ is found in the word 
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..., 

~ or s-gi:gi meaning 'fat' or 'being fat', both of which are 

obviously related. The form 'el in 'elpig can be found in the 'el idag 

meaning 'skin' or 'hide' and in the word 'elkon meaning 'to peel the 

skin off'. The form huk in the word hukpig can be found in woros I ike 

huki 'scratched', hukian 'scratching', and huc 'fingernail '. For the 

word ~onpig, the form ~ can be found in words I ike ionhi 'hitting', 

and ~onwua 'pound' and the form cel in the word eel pig is seen in the 

word celko, meaning 'to scrape'. 

The existence of words in which the suffix -£l[ would appear to 

occur but in which the remaining part is not a ~-word does not pose any 

substantial difficulties for my ~nalysis. Such words simply fall out-

side of the classification which informs this discussion, and it seems 

clear that they should be treated in a somewhat different fashion. How-

ever, will always mention when an affix does not require that the 

element to which it attaches is a word (with a category) in its own 

right. 

Many of the words created by attaching the suffix -Eli to a 

~-word (or parts of a word) are ones which have a special ized or re-

stricted use. For example, the words 'e9apig 'removing entrails', 

'elpig 'removing the skin or hide', gi'ipig 'removing fat', and wopopig 

'removing fur', are all activities restricted to events involving animal 

butc.:.ering and processing. That is, the word wopopig 'removing fur' 

could not be used when one removes a piece of fur from an item of cloth-

ing, but it is used only when referring to skinning animals and other 

foods that need to be skinned as part of food preparation. The same is 



true for the words ho'ipig 'removing stickers ' , and '09pig 'removing 

sandi. For many speakers, these words are restricted to the activity 
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of cleaning certain foods that usually contain stickers and sand. An 

example might be in cleaning dry beans which often contain small stick

ers and small clogs of sand. So, 'o~pig and 'ho'ipig cannot be used to 

refer to some general act of removing stickers or sand from things, but 

is restricted to an activity involved in food preparation. The word 

hagpig 'removing leaves' is also an event that is usually restricted to 

foods. The removing of leaves refers to the activity involved in taking 

leaves off a stalk in order to be cooked; an example of this is in the 

preparation of wiid spinach or greens. 

The words wippidopig 'castrating ' and nakpig lear notching I are 

also restricted to specific events and activities, although not specifi

cally food preparation. Both of these words are ones involving cattle 

ranching. 

The word onpig 'removing salt' is now archaic, because of the 

very restricted nature of the events described by words with -~. Now 

that the activity has ceased -- salt is no longer collected -- the word 

has no event to describe. 

The Suffix -t 

The suffix -!, like the suffixes -mod and -£l[, attaches to a 

~-word and results in a 0-element word. The following table is a 1 ist 

of words capable of having the suffix -! attach to them. Each of the 

words in Table 5 fits the syntactic and semantic description for ~-words: 
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Table 5. 

pa:n Ibread l mi :sa Itable l 

pikcul Ipicture l 

hua Ibasket l wig ina Irope l 

waikka Iditch l 

"" wa:ga Idoughl hog i 11 eather I 

wag Iditch, hole l tianda Istore l 

ma~camakud I school I 

wo:da Ibootl to: nk I hill I 

enga I clothes I 

koton Ishirt l sitol Isyrupl 

kal it Iwagonl 

watto I ramada I baiyoka Inecklace l 

ha : hag I I eaves I hiosig Iflowers l 

ka i I seeds' ma~ Ichild of woman I 

kun 'husband l kolhai 'fence l 

waks 'quilt, bedroll I 

iks 'quilt' ~obe i d ' doll ' 

wo:g 'road' nonha 'egg' 

si:1 'saddle' 

'0 i dag 'f i e I d ' tama I ' tama Ie' 
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The glosses for the words in this list make it clear that they refer to 

objects and things, one of the characteristics of ~-words. The fol low

ing sentences illustrate, for a small sample of the I ist, the fact that 

they can occur with the ~-element and that the word is an argument in 

that sentence, the other properties of ~-words. 

(19) Huan 10 lam daha kc 9 pa:n kola. 

John aux there sitting and g bread eating 

IJohn is sitting there and is eating bread. I 

(20) Nap neid g n-ki: 

N:aux see 9 my:house 

100 you see my house? I 

(21) Nept hema bei g koton? 

N:aux one get g shirt 

IDid you get a shirt?1 

(22) A:ni Ian ~al i si s-na:k g ki:~o. 

aux really very 1 ike 9 cheese 

II 1 ike cheese very much. I 

(23) Gogs lat padc g ~obied. 

Dog aux ruined g doll 

IThe dog ruined the doll. 1 

(24) IA:ni lant hema ha-nolawt g gele ha'a. 

aux one them bought g big pot. 

II bought from them a big pot. 1 
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(25) Hegam luluwi 10 9 tamal gagda. 

those women aux 9 tamales sell i ng 

IThose women are sell ing tamales. I 

(26) Napt I i-ha-kegc 9 dadaiku2 c mimsa. 

N:aux them clean 9 chairs and tables 

IDid you clean the cha irs and tables?1 

(27) lAm lapt 0 ce: 9 le-waks jewego k lam 0 

there aux will place 9 your bedroll on:ground and there will 

koi. 

sleep 

Iput your bedroll there on the ground and there you will 

sleep. I 

(28) Napt lam 0 ha-wa: 9 cu Ii. 

N:aux there will some make:dough 9 flour 

'Are you going to make some dough with the flour?' 

10 lam cicwi mo 9 waikka lam me~. 

children aux there playing where 9 ditch runs 

ITne children are playing there where the ditch runs. 1 

Taking the ~-element words in the I ist on Table 6 and attaching 

the -t suffix, the form change is as follows: 



Table 6. 

category 
.a-word 

pa:n 'bread 

pikcul 'picture' 

hua 'basket' 

ha'a 'pot' 

wa:ga 'dough' 

wag 'a hole; ditch' 

ki: 'house' 

wo: da 'boot' 

enga 'c1 othes' 

'ipU9 'dress' 

da i kU9 'cha i r ' 

watto'ramada' 

kolhai 'corral, fence' 

anilo 'ring' 

sobe i d 'do 11 ' 

nonha 'egg' 

ki:~o 'cheese' 

tamal'tamale' 

mi:sa'table' 

mo'ockug 'pillow' 

wi j ina 'rope' 

category 
ii-element word 

pa:nt 'making bread' 

pikcult 'making a picture' 
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huat 'making a basket, weaving' 

ha'at 'making pottery' 

wa:gat 'making dough' 

wagt 'making a hole, ditch' 

ki:t 'making a house' 

wo:dat 'making a boot' 

engat 'making clothe(s), 

'ipu9t 'making a dress' 

daiku~t 'making a chair' 

wattot 'making a ramada' 

kolhait 'making a corral, fence' 

anilot 'making a ring' 

~obeidt 'making a dol I' 

nonhat 'making, laying an egg' 

ko:~ot 'making cheese' 

tamalt 'making a tamale' 

mi:sat 'making a table' 

mo'ocku~t 'making, forming 
a pi I low' 

wijinat 'making rope' 



Table 6 Continued. 

waikka 'ditch, canal' 

kulan 'medicine ' 
"-' 

hog i 'I eather' 

tianda 'store, building used 
as a store' 

ma~camaku~ 'school building ' 

to: nk I h ill ' 

wo l ikucj 'bed' 

cu Ii' f 1 ou r I 

sitol Isyrup' 

kal it 'wagon' 

baiyokat 'necklace' 

iks 'cloth, quilt ' 

waks I bed ro 11 ' 

U I U 'a r rows I 

wo:g 'road ' 

si:l'saddle' 

o i dag I fie 1 d I 

ha:hag 'I eaves I 

kai I seed I 

ma~ 'child of a woman I 

waikkat 'making, digging a 
ditch' 

kulant 'making medicine ' 
-hogit 'tanning leather ' 

tiandat 'building a store' 
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ma~camaku9t 'building a school I 

to:nkt 'making, building a hill' 

wo'iku~t 'building a bed, making 
a bed' 

cu'it 'making flour, grinding 
flour I 

sitolt 'making syrup' 

kalitt 'making a wagon I 

baiyokatt 'making a necklace' 

ikst 'making a quilt ' 

wakst 'preparing a bedroll, 
place to sleep' 

ulut 'making arrows' 

wo:gt 'making a road I 

si:lt 'making a saddle ' 

oidagt 'making, preparing a 
field' 

ha:hagt 'producing leaves' 

kait 'producing seed, seeding ' 

macjt 'to produce a child ' 



Table 6 Continued. 

hiosig 'flower ' 

nonha legg l 

hiosigt 'produce flowers, 
flower I 

nonhat 'produce an egg, 
become pregnant I 
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kun 'husband' kunt 'make one into a husband, 
marryl 

From this 1 ist it is obvious that each of these derived words 

have in common the notion of making or producing the thing that the 

~-word refers to. For example, the pa:nt is to make pa:n 'bread ' , 

ki:jot is to make ki:~o 'cheese ' , wattot is to make watto I ramada I , and 

hiosigt is to make or produce hiosig 'flowers ' and so on. They no long-

er refer to objects but rather to events in the same way that words 

1 ike him 'walking ' , neok 'talking ' and ~oak 'crying' do. And, syntac-

tically, these derived words function the same way that walking, talk-

ing and crying do: They have neither ~ nor ~ and they function as 

argument-takers. The following sentences illustrate the usage of the 

words derived by -to 

(30) N-je'e '0 'am oime~ c pa:nt. 

my:mother aux there walking and making:bread 

'My mother is there making bread.' 

(31) Kui 'at 0 hiosigt mat , am 0 I i -hu: ka 

mesquite aux will produce:flowers there will become:warm 

'The mesquite will produce flowers when it becomes warm.' 
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(32) Pilkan 'at 0 kait 'am Kaij Cukalig Ma~ad 'e9. 

wheat aux will produce:seeds in July in 

'Wheat will produce seeds in July.' 

-(33) N-hu'ul '0 'am daha ki: we: b ig c 

my:grandmother aux there sitting house behind and 

huat. 

making:a:basket 

'My grandmother is sitting behind the house making a basket. , 

-(34) 'A'al 'atki 'am wagt ki: hugidan. 

ch i I d ren aux there dug:a:hole house next:to 

'The children dug a hole next to the house.' 

Mali:ya '0 kiksot. . 
Mary aux makes:cheese 

'Mary makes cheese.' 

(36) Maka i '0 'am oimed . c ga:g g 

medicine:man aux there walking and searching:for herbs 

~a'i mats hekaj 0 kulant 

that:he use will make:medicine 

'The medicine man is looking for herbs that he will use to 

make medicine.' 

(37) O'odham 'at 0 hema ma~camaku~t lam Ge WOIO t-am natpi ~u:d 9 

ma~camakud 'am E-wa: 'osidkam 'am. 

Papagos aux will one build:a:school there Ge Wo'o there 

because full the school there E-wa:osidk 'am. 

'The Papagos are going to build a new school in Ge WOIO 

because the one in Sells is full.' 
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In each of the preceding sentences the words derived by attaching -t 

function in exactly the same way that regular ~-element words do. That 

is, a sentence like (28) has exactly the same structure as a sentence 

containing a regular ~-element word as in (29). 

(28) N-je'e '0 pa:nt. 

my:mother aux making:bread 

'My mother is making bread.' 

(29) N-je'e '0 ioak. 

my:mother aux crying 

'My mother is crying. ,. 

These relatively simple statements about the semantics and the 

syntax of 0-element words with a -t suffix stand in need of some revi

sion when we expand the consideration beyond those 1 isted in Table 5. 

First, in the list given in Table 5, most of the ~-words refer 

to objects that are capable of being made by some individual, e.g. pots, 

baskets, bread, houses, jewelry, chairs, tables, cheese, etc. Thus, 

the corresponding 0-element words with the suffix -1 can have some indi

vidual or person be the maker of the object that is specified by the 

0-element word. That is, it is possible for all these 0-element words 

with -t to have an argument (a subject) which identifies a person. 

(30) Pa:nt '0 g il-hu'ul. 

making:bread aux g my:grandmother 

'My grandmother is making bread.' 



(31) Huat '0 g Mal i:ya. 

making:basket aux g Mary 

'Mary is making a basket.' 

(32) A:ni 'an ki:~ot. 

aux making:cheese 

'I am making cheese.' 
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However, there is a small group of five words which have much 

more severe restrictions on the 'maker'. The five words are: kait 'to 

make seeds', ha:hagt 'to make flowers', maQt 'to make a baby' and nonhat 

'to make an egg, to lay an egg'. In these translations I am using the 

term 'make' very loosely. More>appropriate translations might be: 

hiosigt 'to produce flowers, to flower, to bloom' 

kait 'to produce seeds, to seed' 

non hat 'to lay an egg, to become pregnant' 

ha:hagt 'to produce leaves, to grow leaves' 

ma~t 'to have a child'. 

Each of these words involve an event which is a natural process. This 

characteristic causes these five words to differ in usage from the 

majority of words that are also derived by the -! suffix. Each of 

these words are such that the maker is severely restricted by the event 

involved. The argument of the sentence must be capable of making X 

where X is either hiosig 'flowers', ha:hag 'leaves', kai 'seeds', ~ 

'egg, embryo' or maQ 'child'. The following are illustrative of this 

particular point. 
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(33) Mal i:ya 'at magt. 

Mary aux having:a:child 

'Mary had a child.' 

(34) Nonhat 'at~ 9 Huana. 

pregnant aux 9 Huana 

'Huana is apparently pregnant.' 

(3S) Hegai 'oks cucul 'at 'am ki: weco nonhat. 

that lady hen aux there house under lay:an:egg 

'The hen lay an egg under the house.' 

(36) Melhog 'at 0 hiosigt mat 0 hu:ka. 

ocotilla aux will flower when will become:warm 

'Ocotilla will flower when it becomes warm.' 

(37) Pilkaii 'at 0 kait ba' ic ma~ad 'e~. 

wheat aux will produce:seed next month in 

'Wheat will produce seeds next month.' 

(38) Auppa 'at s-ke:g ha:hagt. 

cottonwood aux beautiful produce:leaves 

'The cottonwood produced beautiful leaves.' 

A second compl ication has to do with the meaning that some of 

these words have when they appear in the redupl icated form. Consider 

the following: 

pa:nt papant 

huat huhuat 

ha'at haha'at 

ki :sot kiksot . 



'ani lot 'a'anilot 

tamalt tatmalt 

wijanat wipjunat 

kulant kuklant 

ikst 'i'ikst 

These redupl icated forms are capable of having just the simple 

interpretation of 'plural '. Thus, papant can simply mean 'making 

breads', huhuat 'making baskets', haha't 'making pots, pottery (p;)', 

kik~ot 'making cheeses' or 'a'anilot 'making rings, jewelry (pI) '. 
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The other fairly simple interpretation that these reduplicated forms 

can have is the meaning of 'making X repeatedly'. Thus huhuat can mean 

'making pots repeatedly, over and over' and haha'at can mean 'making 

baskets repeatedly'. 

Another interpretation possible with these redupl icated forms 

moves away from simple plural and simple repetition to a notion of 

characteristic behavior. For instance, papant can mean 'traditionally 

making bread, traditionally making good bread, known for traditionally 

making good bread'; huhuat can mean 'traditionally making baskets, tra

ditionally making good baskets, or known for traditionally making good 

baskets'; haha'at can mean 'traditionally making pottery, or known for 

traditionally making good pottery'; ~ik~ot can mean 'traditionally mak

ing cheese, known for traditionally making good cheese'; 'a'anilot can 

mean 'traditionally making rings or jewelry, traditionally making good 

jewelry'. 



In short, it is possible for sentences I ike the following to 

have a variety of interpretations. 

(39) Mali:ya '0 huhuat. 

Mary aux makes:baskets 

a. 'Mary makes baskets.' 

b. 'Mary makes baskets over and over. , 

c. 'Mary is known for traditionally making baskets. , 

(40) Huan '0 'a'anilot. 

John aux makes:rings 

a. 'John makes rings, or jewelry.' 

b. 'John makes jewelry over and over.' 

c. 'John is known for traditionally making jewelry.' 

(41) N-hu'ul '0 'i' ikst. 

my:grandmother aux makes:quilts 

a. 'My grandmother makes quilts.' 

b. 'My grandmother makes quilts over and over.' 

c. 'My grandmother is known for traditionally making good 
qu i I ts. ' 
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(Each of these sentences can also characterize the person in question as 

a maker of the object i.e. 'Mary is a weaver', 'John is a jeweler', 

or 'My grandmother is a quilter'. This interpretation follows automati-

cally from being known as traditionally making the object.) 

Not all words with the -! suffix can have this variety of mean-

ings or interpretations when redupl icated. In all of the exampl ies which 

I have given the redupl icated forms of the ~-element words involve an 

event or activity which an individual can do as an occupation. That is, 
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one can be a 'basket maker' or a 'weaver' or a 'potter' or a 'quilter' 

or 'cheese maker' in Papago society. Words formed with the -t suffix 

which involve events that are not normally occupations will, when redup

I icated, be generally interpreted as making a number of the objects in 

question or making the object in question repeatedly. Some examples 

are: wapagt 'digging ditches, digging ditches repeatedly'; koklait 

'building fences, building fences repeatedly'; or wapgat 'making dough 

repeatedly' . 

Concl usion 

In this chapter i considered the three Papago suffixes -mad, 

-£l[ and -!. All of these suffixes attach to g-words, i.e. words refer

ring to objects, that can function as the argument in a good Papago 

sentence. The attachment of any of these suffixes results in a 0-ele

ment word, i.e. a word which refers to an event and that syntactically 

functions as an argument-taker. 

The next section (Chapter) will be a discussion on the suffix 

-~, also represented as -~ or -~. I will, for the purposes here, call 

it the suffix -..!£. This particular suffix, I ike all suffixes to be 

described, is derivational. This particular one works to derive also 

~-element words, but instead of going to 0-element words these will 

change to be s-element words. 



CHAPTER 3 

~-ELEMENT WORDS TO G-WORDS 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses three different Papago suffixes: -~, 

-~ and -dam. Each of these suffixes attaches to ~-element words and 

results in a ~-word. 

The suffix -a gives a ~-word which (almost always) requires 

some actor. The suffix -~ is often called an instrumental suffix; 

the ~-words that contain this suffix identify an instrument. Following 

the discussion on -a and -~ is a brief consideration of an epenthetic 

a that occurs before the suffix -kuq, as well as other suffixes. The 

point of this discussion is to argue that the suffix -~ and the epen

thetic a are distinct. Finally I take up the suffix -dam, a suffix 

which is similar to the agentive -~ in Engl ish. 

In short, although these suffixes take a ~-element word and 

give a ~-word, the results are semantically unique for each. 

The Suffix 

Some examples of the -a suffix are given in Table 7. The words 

in this list share two semantic properties: (1) Each of the words with 

-a refers to an abstract object; and (2) Each of the words with -a has 

a meaning that includes identification of an actor. 

The first condition is easily illustrated. The gloss of the 

word wosona (woson-a) is 'the thing which someone swept, the sweeping ' . 
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Table 7. 

0-element word 

woson 'sleeping' 

wakon 'washing' 

kegcid 'cleaning' 

golon 'raking' 

ceposid 'branding' 

gatwid 'shooting' 

kuint 'counting' 

na:d 'making a fire' 

nolawt 'to buy, purchase' 

pa:nt 'making bread' 

pikcult 'making a picture' 

~onwuin 'pounding' 

~-element word 

wosona 'the thing which someone 
swept, the sweeping' 

wakona 'the thing which someone 
washed, the washing, wash' 

kegcida 'the thing which someone 
cleaned, the cleaning' 

'o'ohana 'thing which someone 
wrote, drew, the book' 

golona 'the thing which someone 
raked, the raking' 

ce'ewida 'the thing which someone 
ccvered, the covering' 

ceposida 'the thing which someone 
branded, the branding' 

gatwida 'the thing which someone 
shot, the shooting' 

kuinta 'the thing which someone 
counted, the counting' 

na:da 'the fire which someone 
made, a fire' 

nolawta 'the thing that someone 
bought' 

pa:nta 'the bread which someone 
made, bread' 

pikculta 'the picture, drawing 
that someone made, 
picture' 

~onwuina 'the thing that someone 
pounded, the pounding' 
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The 'thing' swept is not specified; that is, wosona could refer to 

almost anything that is usually swept the floor, the porch, the 

ground that may have just been swept. Similarly, golona (golon-a) 'the 

thing which someone raked, the raking', could refer to whatever object 

was just raked, that is, any object that is usually raked such as 

grass, leaves, gravel. And, kuinta (kuint-a) 'the things which someone 

counted, the counting' could refer to any cbject capable of being count

ed. 

A small set of words with -~ are exceptions to the property of iden

tifying an abstract object. The following are examples: 

(1) pa:nta 'bread that was made by someone, bread' 

na:da 'a fire that was made by someone, a fire' 

pikculta 'a picture, drawing that was made by someone' 

o'ohana 'writing that someone did, writings, book/books' 

wapkona 'washing that someone did, washing, laundry' 

These words refer to specific objects, at least in their most frequent 

usage. Consider 'o'ohana and wapkona. The first part of the meaning 

that I gave for both of these words (i .e. 'clothes washed by someone' 

and 'drawings/writings by someone') are no longer common, although it 

is possible to use them in this way. Most speakers of Papago would say 

that 'o'ohana means, specifically, 'book' and wapkona means, specifi

cally, 'laundry'. Thus, both of these words have come to refer to a 

specific object. The other three words, pa:nta, na:da, and pikculta, 

also refer to specific objects, but for different reasons. These three 

words are able to refer to specific objects because of the action the 
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0-element word specifies. Pa:nt 'making bread ' , pikcult 'taking a 

picture ' , na:d 'making a fire ' all specify a particular object -- i.e., 

bread, picture, and fire respectively. Thus, in their ~-word counter

parts, the objects being acted upon are all specified. This is unl ike 

golona or kuinta where the objects being affected are not specified and 

whose precise interpretation is, therefore, left to the context. 

The second property noted above for words with the suffix -a 

is that the meaning always includes some actor. For example, golona 

is 'the thing that was raked by someone ' , and wosona is 'the thing that 

was swept by someone l
• The notion of an actor is made especially clear 

when these words occur in a possessive construction. 

(2) n-kuinta Imy counting, things that I counted I 

Mal i:ya pa:nta 'Mary's bread, bread that Mary made ' 

Huan golona 'John's raking ' 

Kl isti:na wapkona 'Christina's wash ' 

Huan na:da IJohnls fire ' 

It is important to note, in this regard, that words with the suffix -a 

generally occur in a possessive construction. The words which spacify 

a particular object, e.g. pa:nta, pikculta, etc., are possible other 

than in a possessive construction, as the following examples illustrate. 

(3) Mulic 10 g pa:nta. 

many aux g bread 

'There are many breads. I 



(4) Nap neid 9 pikculta1 

n:aux see 9 picture 

IDid you see the picture?1 

(5) Hegai lolohana 10 s-namkig. 

that book aux expens ive 

IThat book is expensive. I 

(6) Ku:bs lat bit~ 9 wapkona. 

dust aux dirties 9 wash/laundry 

IThe dust dirtied the laundry.1 

Other words with the suffix -~ may very well be used by some speakers 

other than in a possessive construction. But, I personally find them 

much more preferable in a possessive construction. The only words 
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which I am comfortable with outside of a possessive construction are 

those where it is clearly understood that someone did perform the action 

and where the object identified is clear. 

The fact that most words with the suffix -~ generally occur in 

a possessive construction is consistent with the property that their 

meaning always includes some actor. In a sentence such possessive con

structions will behave I ike any other ~-word. 

(7) Al i lat gandad 9 n-kuinta. 

child aux scattered 9 my:counting 

IThe child scattered the objects that I was counting. I 

(8) S-i lowi '0 9 Mal i :ya pa:nta. 

tasty aux 9 Maryls bread:making/bread 

IMaryls bread is tasty. I 



(9) S-hu:k 10 g ha-na:da. 

warm aux g their:fire 

'Their fire is warm.' 

(10) Ku:bs lat bit~ g ha-kegcida. 

dust aux dirtied g their:cleaning/the things they cleaned 

'The dust dirtied their cleaning. ' 

(11) Hewel lat wi I ickua g Huan golona. 

wind aux blew:away g John's raking 

'The wind blew away the things that John just raked Up.1 
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Not all 0-element words readily take -a. There are two sub

classes. First, we have the perfectly good, if somewhat uncommon, 

words in Table 8 below. The 0-element words in the first column of 

Table 8 are not obviously different from those in the first column of 

Table 7. However, the words in the second column of Table 8 -- olspa, 

gegosida, to:ba, wiQuat, sel ina, and hukiana -- are rarely encountered. 

That is, it would be rare to hear something like the following: 

(12) Huan olspa 'John's locking, the thing John locked ' 

(13) Husi gegosida IJoels feeding, the thing that Joe fed ' 

(14) Mali:ya to:ba 'Mary's turning, the thing that Mary turned ' 

There are many such 0-element words, words that do not generally occur 

with -a. I have no explanation for this fact. 

Other words clearly do not take the suffix -a. All such in

volve some kind of internal or external body function. Thus, none of 

the 0-element words in (15) ever occur -- even rarely -- with -a. 



Table 8. 

£I-element word 

'0 I s P 'lock i ng , 

gegosid 'feeding' 

to:b 'turning (a knob)' 

wi9ut 'swinging' 

~el in 'straightening, 
level ing' 

huk~an 'scratching' 
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,S.-element words 

'olspa 'something someone locked' 

gegosida 'something someone fed' 

to:ba 'something someone turned' 

wi9uta 'something someone swung' 

~el ina 'something someone straight
ened' 

huk~ana 'something someone 
scratched' 
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(15) him 'wal ki ng' '''h im-a 

me~ 'runn i ng' '':me~-a 

iieid 'seeing' '';nei d-a 

ka: 'hearing' >"ka:-a 

hewek 'smell ing I ~'hewek-a 

ke:k 'standing' *ke:k-a 

ba'a 'swallowing' '';ba 'a-a 

je:k 'tasting' *je:k-a 

hehem 'I augh i ng' '';hehem-a 

'i'ihog 'coughing' *' i 'ihog-a 

je:n 'smoking' *je:n-a 

neok 'tal king' '';neok-a 

~oak 'crying' '':~oak-a 

ta:t 'touch' ,';ta:t-a 

cegito 'thinking' '';ceg T to-a 

The Suffix -kud 

The suffix -kuQ is different from the others examined up to 

this point in that there is a phonological consideration involved in 

what it can attach to: The suffix -~ attaches only to ~-element words 

ending in a vowel. In Table 9 the ~-element words end in a vowel, so 

we have ~-element word +-~. Where the ~-element word does not have a 

final vowel, it is modified by the addition of -a. So, we have ~-ele-

ment word + -a + -kud in Table 10. - ----
Having considered the phonological condition for the suffix 

-~. there are certain points which must be addressed. One is the 



Table 9. 

i'J-element word 

dai 'set, place' 

c i cw i 'play i ng , 

~onwui 'pounding' 

si'i 'sucking' 

ga i 'gri 11, roast I 

mua 'k ill ed' 

Ii: 'drank' 

woi 'I ayed down' 

gaswua 'combing' 

wacwi 'bathing, swimming' 

cui 'grind' 

naggia 'hanging' 

'iawi (iawua) 'dump, 
spi 11' 
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,2.-element word 

daiku~ 'chair, instrument to sit on' 

cicwikud 'toy, instrument to play 
• with I 

~onwuiku~ 'hammer, instrument to 
pound with' 

si'ikug 'baby bottle, instrument to 
suck wi th' 

gai'iku~ 'grill, instrument to 
grill on/with' 

mu'akug 'gun, instrument to kill 
with' 

'i'ikug 'instrument to drink with, 
cup' 

wo'iku~ 'bed, instrument to lay on' 

gawswua (gaswui)ku9 'comb, instru
ment to comb 
with' 

wacwiku~ 'bath tub, instrument to 
bathe in' 

cu'ikug 'grinder, instrument to 
grind with' 

naggiaku~ 'hanger, hanging baby 
cradle' 

'iawuaku~ 'a dump, dumpster' 



Table 10. 

i'l-element word 

woson 'sweeping' 

wakon 'washing' 

o'ohan 'writing, drawing' 

go Ion 'rak i n9 ' 

ce'ewid 'covering' 

na:d 'making a fire' 

nolawt 'buying' 

pikcult 'making a picture' 

pisalt 'weighing' 

ma:sid 'painting, coloring' 

moihun 'plowing, turning 
soi I' 

~a:mt 'to make adobe bricks' 

gegosid 'feeding' 

hidod 'cooking' 

~-element word 

wosonakuq 'broom, instrument for 
sweeping' 

wakonakud 'instrument to wash 
with/in basin' 

o'ohanaku~ 'instrument to draw or 
write with, pencil, 
paper' 
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golonaku9 'rake, instrument to rake 
with' 

ce'ewidaku~ 'covering, instrument 
to cover with' 

na:dakug 'instrument to make a fire 
with/in, oven' 

nolawtakuq 'instrument to buy 
with/at store' 

pikcultaku~ 'camera, instrument to 
take a picture with' 

pisaltakud 'instrument to weigh 
with, scales' 

ma:sidakug 'instrument to color or 
paint with, colors, 
paint' 

moihunaku~ 'disking plow, instrument 
for disking' 

~a:mtaku~ 'instrument for making 
adobe bricks, braces' 

gegosidakug 'instrument or place for 
feeding or eating, 
res tau rant' 

hidodakug 'instrument for cooking, 
pots, pans. 



Table 10 Continued. 

hu:kajid 'warming' 

mohon 'threshing' 

i:t 'to pick up objects' 

hewhogid 'to cool' 

hO'ipig 'removing stickers' 

hu:kajidaku~ 'instrument for 
warming, heater' 

mohonaku~ 'thresher, instrument 
for threshing' 

'i:taku~ 'instrument for picking 
up objects with, dump
truck' 

hewhogidakug 'instrument used to 
cool with, cooler, 
fan' 

ho'ipigaku~ 'instrument for remov
ing stickers from 
fruit or plants' 
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gloss of the ~-words that result. The second is the type of words which 

can and cannot take the suffix -kuq. The next section considers the 

epenthetic vowel ~ -- and argues what was presumed above -- i.e. that 

it is not the suffix -a. 

In each of the \-/ords with -~ the notion of 'instrument' is 

present. In most of them the instrument is something used to perform 

the action specified in the 0-element word. This general characteriza-

tion allows various possibil ities. Simplest are 'the instrument to 

perform some action on': 

(16) daikug 'instrument to sit on, chair' 

lr!o'ikU9 'instrument to lay on, bed' 

gegosidaku9 'instrument to eat on, kitchen table' 

and 'the instrument to perform some action with': 

(17) wosonakuQ 'instrument to sweep with, broom' 

wakonakug 'instrument to wash with or in, basin, washcloth' 

'o'ohanakug 'instrument to draw or write with, or on, pen, 
paper' 

golonaku9 'instrument to rake with, rake' 

ce'ewidakug 'instrument to cover with, blanket' 

na:daku~ 'instrument to make a fire in, stove (wood-burning)' 

hihidodakug 'instrument to cook in, with, pots, pans' 

hewhogidaku9 'instrument to cool with, cooler' 

In O.her cases the notion of 'instrument' seems to have drifted. Such 

words often are restricted to certain social groups of people, including 

groups as small as a family. 



(18) ko:ksi (?) related to 
ko:ks 'sleeping 

(p I ) , 

ko:sid 'making one to 
go to sleep' 

kei~p 'to step on 
something' 

dadag~p 'to press 
object with 
hand (pl)' 

nondagid 'to turn 
object' 

wup~ot 'to blow 
repeatedly' 

to:b 'to turn knob' 

hadsd 'to sprinkle' 

koksiku~ 'place one sleeps 
repeatedly, motel, 
something one sleeps in 
repeatedly, pajamas' 
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ko:sidakug 'something that makes 
one go to sleep, pills' 

kei~paku~ 'thing one steps on, a 
step, stirrup on a 
saddle' 

dadag~paku9 'musical instrument with 
keyboard, piano, 
accordian' 

nondagidaku9 'instrument to turn 
with, steering wheel' 

wupsotaku~ 'musical instrument that 
is blown, harmonica' 

to:bakut 'faucet' 

hadsdaku9 'atomizer' 

The interesting thing about all -~ words which is not expl icit 

in the above I ists is that they all refer to instruments newly intro-

duced to Papago culture. Obvious examples of this property are 

'o'hanaku2 'pen or paper' and hewhogidakuQ 'cooler'. Others are some-

what more problematic. It is no doubt true, for example, that Papagos 

had something that they slept on, but it is unlikely that it was called 

a wo'iku2. More I ikely, it was referred to by the word waks 'a mat', 

floor mat usually used to sleep on or sit on'. The instrument or 

piece of furniture made of wood with four legs is the wo'ikuQ. All 

the words with -kuQ are I ike wo'ikud -- in contrast to waks. Below is 

a short list of words with -~ that clearly identify recently intro-

duced instruments. 



(19) 'e:kcudaku~' instrument for shade, umbrella' 

to:nkadaku~ 'equipment for making dikes, borders' 

kaihunaku9 'instrument for separating seeds' 

da:phunakug 'instrument for smoothing, iron' 

hukajidakug 'instrument to heat with, heater' 

'olspaku9 'instrument to lock with, padlock' 

There is a set of ~-element words which do not take -kudo The 

following is a reasonably exhaustive 1 ist. 

(20) ?oak 'crying' 'i'ihok 'coughing' 

neok 'talking' ka: 'hearing' 

ne'e 's i ng i ng' i'ihok 'coughing' 

med 'running' 'i :bhe 'breathing' 

him 'walking' ba'a ' swa 11 ow i ng , 

bisck 'sneez i ng' hewek 'smelling' 

todk 'snoring, growling' je:k 'tasting' 

hehem 'laugh ing' s i 'i 'sucking' 

hi 'a 'u r i na t i ng , je:n 'smoking' 

gikuc 'whistl ing' 

So, the words in (21) are not good Papago words. 

(21) hehemaku~ 'instrument used to laugh with' 

ka:ku9 'instrument used to hear with' 

'i:bheku~ 'instrument used to breathe with' 

ba'aku9 'instrument used to swallow with' 

All of the ~-element words in (20) have to do with normal activities 

of various parts of the body, specify some normal body function. An 
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obvious explanation of the absence of words such as those in (21) is 

that one does not need or require an instrument in order to laugh, cry, 

talk, smell. hear, or swallow. Such actions are accompl ished freely 

without the aid of some instrument. 

Where it is possible for some foreign instrument to aid an 

individual in breathing, as a respirator, or to aid someone to hear, 

as a hearing aid, or to aid someone to walk, as crutches, the Papago 

language does not use words with the suffix -~, as one might expect. 

Instead. Papago has simply extended the meaning of an old ~-word. For 

example, many Papagos refer to a hearing aid as ha-na:k 'his/her ear'. 

Crutches or walking aids are called kahio 'leg' by many; others call 

walking aids 'u:s 'stick' (since that is what a walking aid usually is); 

still others call it 'n-u:s kaihio 'my stick leg'. The word for glasses 

is similar. Some speakers call them wu:pui 'eyes' and still others 

call them ~ wu:pui 'four eyes'. 

In the set of words which are incapable of taking the suffix 

-kuQ because they refer to body functions, there are a few which can 

occur with this suffix. The meaning of such words has, however. drift

ed from the actual body function. One example is the word neidakuQ 

(neid-a-kuQ) 'mirror'. Another is the word si'ikuQ (si'i-kuQ) 'baby 

bottle'. Still another is the word hi 'akuQ (hi 'a-kuc;l) 'bathroom'. 

These words do not refer to instruments but to objects with a specific 

function. 



Epenthetic a and the Suffix -a 

In Zepeda (1983) I proposed that what I have called here an 

epenthetic vowel before -kuQ was actually the suffix -a. Thus, words 

like those in (22) were analyzed as indicated. 

(22) pisaltakud I instrument for weighing, scales ' 

pisalt - ! - kuq 

~-element word - suffix -! - suffix -~ 

ma:sidakud I instrument for painting, paint, paint brushes ' 

ma:sid - ! - ~ 

~-element word - suffix -a - suffix -kud 
- --&. 

golonakud I instrument for raking, a rake ' 

golon - ! - kuc;l 

~-element word - suffix -! - suffix -kuc;l 

wakonakud 'instrument for washing, wash basin, washcloth ' 

wakon - ! - ~ 

~-element word - suffix -a - suffix -kuq 

Here I have analyzed such words as in (23). 

(23) ~-element - epenthetic vowel - kuc;l 

pisalt - ! - kuc;l 

ma:sid - ! - kuc;l 

golon - a - ~ 

wakon - a - ~ 

Evidence in support of the analysis proposed here and against 

my previous analysis is of two sorts. First, other suffixes require 
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this vowel -- and they also begin with a consonant. Suffixes I ike -meQ 



and -dag require a vowel intervening between them and the S-element 

word. 

(24) cipkan + ~ + ~ cipkanadag 'job, occupation' 

kU:p + ~ + ~ ku:padag 'I id' 

cipkan + ~ + meQ cipkanamed 'went and worked' 

pa:nt + a + med 'a:ntamed 'went and made bread' - ----
Second, and more strongly, there is a number of 0-element words that 

can take the suffix -kud but not the suffix -a. The 1 ist below is a 

sample. 

(25) to:baku9 'faucet' 

hadsidaku~ 'atomizer' 

tonlidakug 'instrument to 1 ight with, flashl ight' 

wepogidaku~ 'instrument to level with, a level' 

widutaku9 'swing' 

wupsotaku~ 'instrument that is blown, harmonica' 

sel inakug 'instrument to straighten with, a level' 

maniadaku~ 'instrument to hobble with, a hobble' 

ki 'ickaku~ 'instrument to tweeze with, tweezer, pliers' 

As noted in the discussion of the suffix -~, forms 1 ike to:ba are not 

possible. There is no such ~-word. And to the best of my knowledge 

the following are simiiarly non-occurring. 

(26) hadsida 'the thing someone sprinkles with liquid' 

tonI ida 'the thing that someone lit up' 

wi~uta 'the thing that someone swung' 

wepogita 'the thing that someone leveled' 

ki'icka 'the thing that someone tweezed' 
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The Suffix -dam 

The list in Table II consists of 0-element words that are 

capable of taking the suffix -dam. All of the 0-element words indicate 

some act or event and can function as an argument-tzker in a Papago 

sentence, as required for 0-element words. The next few example sen

tences are illustrative of their occurrence in sentences. 

(27) Huan '0 mel cud 9 toki-behimdam. 

John aux drives g cotton-picker 

'John drives a cotton-picker.' 

(28) Hegam 'u'uwi 'at? 0 'e-mi:smeg Domik 'e~. 

those women aux fut. themselves:go:to:church Sunday on 

'Those women are going to church on Sunday.' 

(29) Ats 'am 'e-do'ibia 9 ce:kol 'ab ban 'amj e9· 

aux there himself:saved 9 squirrel from coyote from 

'There the squirrel saved himself from the coyote.' 

(30) Hegam kekel 'at cuhug 'oidc 

those men aux night long:through:out 

'e-pako'ola. 

themselves:pascola:dancing 

'Those men were pascola dancing all night long.' 

(31) Hegam n-je'e lat~ 0 'e-pasam 'am Cuk Son 

them my:mother aux fut. themselves:sight:see there Tucson 

wui. 

to 

'My mother and them are going sight-seeing in Tucson.' 



Table 11. 

bid~p 'stuck, plastered, 
glued ' 

rna : k T I g i v i ng I 

'o'ohan 'writing, 
drawing I 

mi:~me9 'going to 
church, mass l 

wail im 'going dancing' 

piastam 'going feasting '· 

sikon 'chopping cotton, 
weeds I 

gag~a I se 11 i ng I 

mel cud 'driving, causing 

kegcid 'cleaning, 
causing to be 
clean ' 

~o : ~om I sew i ng I 

hihidod I cooking I 

pisalt 'weighing' 

wa'igid Ito get some
th i ng 1 i qu i d 
for someone, 
someth ing I 

bihag Ito wrap some
thing I 

dadge Ito wrestle' 

ceggia 'fighting' 

ku: piC los i ng I 

ma~cam 'teaching ' 

bo:l 'playing ball, playing games' 

cipkanam 'going to work ' 

pasam 'going sight-seeing' 

wapgam 'going irrigating' 

golon 'raking leaves, grass' 

ga:gim 'going to look for, search
ing for something' 

wapkon 'washing' 

ma:sid 'painting' 

pa:nt 'making bread' 

ba'iham 'packing' 

mo:to'o 'carrying around a group 
of something' 
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himcud 'to walk something, someone, 
causing to walk' 

'amicud 'to know, understand' 

keihin 'to dance, traditional 
Papago danc i ng' 



Table II Continued. 

ko I a I ea t i ng I 

wacw i I sw i mm i ng , 

wipiam 'go hunting' 

h i him I wa 1 king ( pI) I 

pako'ola 'dancing the pascola' 

kulanmad Ito make well, apply 
medicine' 
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The attachment of the suffix -dam is, 1 ike that observed for 

other suffixes, a non-complex process. For the most part -dam attaches 

directly to a ~-element word as in Table 11. In a few cases the epen-

thetic vowel occurs with ~-e1ement words ending in a final consonant; 

this occurrence, unl ike with the suffix -kuQ, is fairly irregular. In 

fact, an examination of Table 11 will argue that the suffix -dam gener-

ally attaches to 0-e1ement words ending in a final consonant. So, 

there are the -dam words in Table 12. A few 0-e1ement words that take 

-dam and do not end in a consonant are listed in (32). 

(32) ceggia 'fighting' 

do'obia 'save' 

ko'a 'eating' 

'oJ 

rna : k i ' g i v i ng , 

dadge 'wrest1 ing' 

wacwi 'swimming, 
bath i ng I 

mo:to'o 'carrying 
something' 

ceggiadam 'one fights, fighter 

do'ibiadam 'one who saves, savior' 

ko'adam 'one/thing that eats, 
eater' 

ma:kidam 'one who gives, gift
giver' 

dadgedam 'one who wrestles, 
wrestler' 

wacwidam 'one who swims, swimmers, 
bathers' 

mo:to'odam 'one who carries things, 
carrier' 

And, a few 0-e1ement words that take -dam, following the epenthetic 

vowel ~, are listed in (33). 

(33) ku:b 'smoking, causing ku:badam 'something that smokes, 
dust' causes dust' 

ku:p 'clos i ng' ku:padam 'one who closes, closer' 

pa:nt 'making bread' pa:ntadam 'one who makes bread, 
breadmaker' 

pisalt 'weighing' pisaltadam 'one who weighs, weigher' 



Table 12. 

'o'ohan 'writing, 
drawing' 

cipkan 'working' 

pasam 'to go sight
seeing' 

piastam 'to go feasting' 

wapgam 'to go irrigating' 

sikon 'to chop cotton' 

golon 'to rake' 

gagda 'to sell' 

ga:gim 'to look for 
something' 

mel cud 'to drive some-
th ing' 

wapkon 'washing' 

kegcid 'cl eani ng' 

ma:sid 'painting' 

so:som 'sewing' 

hihidod 'cooking' 

ba'iham 'packing' 

wa'igid 'to fetch liquid 
for someone' 

o'ohandam 'one who writes, draws, 
writer' 

cipkandam 'one who goes to work, 
works, worker' 

pasamdam 'one who goes sight
seeing, sight-seer' 

piastamdam 'one who goes feasting, 
feasters' 
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wapgamdam 'one who goes i rrigat i ng, 
irrigators. 

skiondam 'one who chops cotton, 
choppers' 

golondam 'one who rakes, leaf-
rakers' 

gagdadam 'one who sells, sellers' 

ga:gimdam 'one who looks for some-
thing, searchers' 

melcuddam 'one who drives, a 
driver' 

wapkondam 'one who washer, washer' 

kegci ddam 'one who cleans, cleaner' 

ma:siddam 'one who paints, painter' 

so:somdam 'one who sews, sewer, 
seamstress' 

hihidoddam 'one who cooks, cook, 
cooker' 

ba'ihamdam 'one who packs, packer' 

wa'igiddam 'one who fetches 1 iquid 
for others' 
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Table 12 Continued. 

himcud 'to cause to himcuddam 'one who walks things, 
walk' wal ker' 

bihag Ito wrapl bihagdam 'one/thing that wraps, 
wrapper' 

ami cud Ito know, amicuddam 'one who knows, know-
understand I ledgeable ' 

hihim 'walking (pI) , hihimdam 'one who walks, walkers, 
wanderers' 

wipiam 'hunting' wipiamdam 'one who hunts, hunters' 



~-words with -dam have the interesting property that they can 

take what is generally the syntactic marking of 0-element words. 0-

element words in Papago (which are transitive) take an object prefix. 

Cons i der: 

(34) a. Ceoj '0 ha-ma~cam. 

boy aux object-teaching 

'The boy is/was teaching them.' 

b. Kl isti:na '0 m-cendad 

Christina aux object-kissing 

'Christina is/was kissing you.' 
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G-words with -dam that are formed from such 0-element words maintain the 

possibility of an object prefix -- although it is exclusively the third 

person plural form ha-. So, ·:orresponding to the sentence in (34a) is 

the g-word in (35). 

(35) ha-mascamdam 'teacher' 

Similarly, and much more commonly, ~-words with -dam that are formed 

from reflexive 0-element words take the reflexive prefix ~-. The sen

tences in (36) illustrate this prefix on 0-element words. 

(36) a. 'A:pi 'ap 'e-wakon. 

you aux refl-washing 

'You are/were washing yourself.' 

b. Gogs '0 'e-huk~an. 

dog aux refl-scratching 

'The dog is/was scratching itself. I 

The following is a I ist of some of these as derived ~-words with -dam. 



(37) 'e-bo:l 'playing ball' 

'e-keihin 'dancing 
(t rad.) , 

'e-wacwi 'bathing, 
swimming' 

'e-pako'ola 'pascola 
dancing' 

'e-wapkon 'washing 
laundry' 

'e-pasam 'go i ng 
sightseeing' 

'e-~o:~om 'sewing' 

ha-wapkon 'washing 

'e-bo:ldam 'ball player' 

'e-wailamdam 'dancer' 

'e-keihindam 'dancer (trad.)' 

'e-wacwida 'swimmer, bather' 

'e-wapkondam 'one who does wash' 

'e-pasamdam 'sight-seers' 

'e-~o~omdam 'one who sews, 
seamstress' 

ha-wapkondam 'washer' 
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All ~-words with -dam are capable of functioning as the syntac-

tic argument of a Papago sentence. The following examples are illustra-

tive. 

(38) Nat dada g 'e-bo:ldam. 

N:aux arrive 9 them:ball :player 

'Did the ball players arrive?' 

(39) Heikhu 'at wo:p g toki sikondam. 

already aux ran g cotton chopper 

'The cotton choppers already left.' 

(40) N-o:gi 'at ha-oi g wipiamdam. 

my:father aux them:went g hunters, ones:who:hunt 

'My father went with the hunters.' 



(41) Nap s-hohoid mapt o ha-neidad 9 'e-dadgedam 

n:aux like that:you will them:be:watching 9 wrestlers 

T.V. t-ab. 

T.V. on 

'Do you 1 ike watching wrestlers on T.V.?' 

(42) Nat 'am mel g tamal gagdadam 'am m-ki: 

n:aux there arrive 9 tamale seller there your:house at 

'Did the tamale seller arrive at your house?' 

(43) E-pako'oladam '0 lab him. 

himself:pascola:dancing aux there walk 

'The pascola dancer is coming.' 

The suffix -dam is probably most closely approximated by the 

Engl ish agentive -~, specifically, when this identifies some occupa

tion. That is, words with the suffix -dam are comparable to Engl ish 

words 1 ike baker 'one who bakes', painter 'one who paints', or writer 

'one who writes'. Compare pa:ntadam 'one who bakes, baker', ma:siddam 

'one who paints, painter', and o'ohandam 'one who writes, illustrates, 

writer, illustrator'. Many, but not all, of the words in the 1 ist of 

~-words with the suffix -dam share the characteristic of identifying 

some occupation. The following is a 1 ist of words exempl ifying this 

characteristic. 

(44) 'e-bo:ldam 'ballplayer' 

cipkandam 'worker' 

wapgamdam 'irrigator' 

sikondam 'chopper' 
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gagdadm'seller' 

melcuddam 'driver l 

wapkondam 'washer' 

kegciddam 'cleaner' 

ma~camdam (ha-ma~camdam 'teacher' or 'e-ma~camdam 'student') 

hihidoddam 'cook' 

ba' i hamdam 'packer, bagger I 

mo:to'ddam 'carrier' 

dadgedam 'wrestler' 

hihimdam 'walkers, tramps, travelers' 

wacwidam ('e-wacwidam) 'swimmers, bathers' 

pako'oladam ('e-pako'oldam) 'pascola dancers' 

wipiamdam 'hunters' 

Accompanying this semantic property is the fact that many ~

words with -dam can appear in a compound construction, as in (45). 

(45) ~-word + ~-word with -dam = compound 

The compound in (46), for example, appears in (42) above. 

(46) tamal 

'tamale' 

+ gagdadam 

'seller' 

tamal gagdadam 

'tamale seller' 

The form gagdadam occurs with other ~-words as compounds. 

(47) pa:n gagdadam 'bread seller' 

mamgina he-gagdadam 'car seller' 

'ais kli:n gagdadam 'ice cream seller, ice cream man' 

Other compounds with different -dam words are given below. 
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(48) 'a'al ha-ma~camdam 'children's teacher, elementary school 
teacher' 

mamgina ha-wapkondam 'car washer' 

wipindan ha-wapkondam 'window washer' 

toki sikondam 'cotton chopper' 

sa'i sikondam 'weed chopper' 

tlaktol melcuddam 'tractor operator, driver' 

toki behimdam 'cotton picker' 

ki: kegciddam 'house cleaner' 

ki: masiddam 'house painter' 
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With the exception of wainom ko'adam, all of the compounds in this 1 ist 

refer to some specific occupation or a possible occupation. In fact, 

words with -dam which do not normally identify occupations could not 

occur in such compound constructions; i.e. none of the following so 

occur 'e-wail imdam 'dancer', hihimdam 'walkers, traveler', 

'e-wacwimdam 'swimmer, bather', etc. 

Conclusion 

have discussed in this chapter three suffixes that attach to 

0-element words and result in ~-words. The three suffixes are, aside 

from this basic similarity, clearly distinct. The suffix -a results in 

~-words whose meaning involves an actor. Because of this, most of these 

words occur in some kind of possessive construction. The suffix -~ 

results in ~-words which identify an instrument, specifically instru-

ments which have been (recently) introduced into Papago culture. Fin-

ally, the suffix -dam results in ~-words which are roughly equivalent to 
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agentive nouns in English, although there is the additional requirement 

in Papago that they usually refer to occupations. 



CHAPTER 4 

DERIVED S-WORDS 

Introduction 

This chapter is concerned with suffixes which result in s-words. 

There are two types -- those which attach to £-words and those which 

attach to ~-e1ement words. There is only one suffix of the first 

type -- -~-~/-~. The second type includes two suffixes -im and -~. 

in Chapter 1, I discuss the characteristics of the four lexi

cal categories of Papago. The interesting thing about derived ~-words, 

in contrast to derived £-words or derived ~-element words, is that they 

behave somewhat differently from non-derived words with the same cate

goria1 identification. I will return to this fact at the end of this 

chapter, and at the end of Chapter 5. 

Further Discussion of S-words 

In Chapter 1, I stated that ~-words are descriptive. Further, 

these words can modify some other word, i.e. can be a modifier; in addi

tion, ~-words can take an argument, i.e. can be argument-takers. I am 

concerned here with simple illustrations of these properties. 

The following is a partial I ist of non-derived ~-words. (I 

have divided the I ist into two subsets -- colors and physical attributes 

and/or characteristics.) 
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(1 ) S-words 

a. Colors 

"" s-weg i 'red' 

s-cuk 'black' 

s-toha 'white' 

s-an i : 1 mag i 'blue' 

s-ce:dagl 'green/blue' 

s-kawi:magY'brown' 

s-oam 'yellow' 

s-muhudag 'tan, brown' 

s-pi:ntogi 'pinto/spotted' 

b. Physical attributes and/or characteristics 
.., 

s-gak i 'ski nny' 

s-padma '1 azy' 

s-wagima 'industrious' 

s-wihonig 'messy' 

s-duajk 'fearful' 

s-da:pk '51 ippery' 

s-kaidag 'loud' 

s-mu'uk 'sharp' 

s-kawk 'hard' 

The examples below illustrate both of the possible functions 

aloailable to s-words. The sentences in (2) illustrate s-words as 

modifiers. 
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(2) a. N-gogsga '0 s-toha kc s-cuk. 

my:dog aux white and black 

'My dog is black and white. , 

-b. Auppa ha:hag '0 s-ce:daS! i • 

cottonwood I eaves aux green 

'Cottonwood leaves are green. , 

c. Mali:ya mad '0 'al s-S!ak i • 

Mary's ch i ld aux 'al skinny 

'Mary's chi I d is kind of sk i nny. ' 
oJ 

d. Ha-ko:giga '0 pi ~. 

their:pig aux not fat 

'Their pig is not fat. , 

e. Hegai gogs '0 ~a' i si s-banama. 

that dog aux really very greedy 

'That dog is extremely greedy. , 

(3) a. Huan '0 s-wihoniS! mo'o. 

John aux messy hair 

'John has messy hair. , 

b. Napt taicu g s-mu'uk wainom. 

n:aux want g sharp knife 

'00 you want the sharp knife?' 

c. Nap taicu 'i :da s-weS i ' ipud a nat 9 s-cuk I i pu~ 

n:aux want this red dress or n:aux 9 black dress 

taicu 

want 

'Do you want this red dress or do you want a black dress?' 
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d. Hegam 'a'al '0 s-kawk I u: lsi ko'a. 

those ch i ldren aux hard candy eating 

'Those ch i I dren are eat i ng hard candy. , 
... 

e. 'Ab '0 'ep him hegai s-padma 'uwi. 

there aux again walking that lazy woman 

'There comes that lazy woman again.' 

The s which is associated with s-words is not always present, 

just as the ~ which is associated with ~-words can be absent. For most 

speakers of Papago ~ usually drops when the s-word is negated • 
.., 

(4) Ha-ko:jiga '0 pi ~. 

their:pig aux not fat 

'Their pig is not fat.' 

In (4), the s-word functions as an argument-taker. It is also possible 

for s-words that function as modifiers to be negated, and again for 

most speakers the ~ element will drop. 

(5) Huan '0 ~ wihonig mo'o. 

John aux not messy hair 

'John's hair is not messy.' 

The Suffix -g/-ig/-ag 

The suffix -~/-~/-~ attaches to ~-words and results in an 

s-word. The following is a simple illustration. 

(6) kui 'mesquite tree' + -g = s-kuig 'many mesquite trees, to 
be full of mesquites in 
a single location' 

(7) illustrates that the word to which the suffix at issue attaches in 

(6) is, in fact, a ji-word. 
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(7) Nap neid g ku i mo 'am ke:k ki: we:big. 

n:aux seeing g mesquite that:is there standing house behind 

'Did you see the mesquite tree standing behind the house?' 

And (8) illustrates the word with the suffix attached -- the s-word 

in a sentence, here as an argument-taker. 

(8) S-kuig '0 'am Wa:k t-am. 

many:mesquite:trees aux there Wa:k there 

'There are many mesquite trees at Wa:k. ' 

Table 13 gives a short 1 ist of ~-words which can take the suffix 

-~/-~/-ag and become ~-words. The examples in Table 13 all involve the 

attachment of -~/-~/-~ to native Papago words. But this suffix is 

quite productive. So, many speakers of Papago allow the attachment of 

this suffix to obviously borrowed words. The words in Table 14 are 

illustrative. 

The sentences in (9) through (16) below illustrate some of these 

words in sentences. 

(9) S-hahaiwanig 10 'am Huan ki: lam. 

many: cows aux there John's house there 

'There are many cows at John's house. ' 

(10) S-ha:~nig 10 lam Wa:k there. 

many:saguaros aux there Wa:k there 

'There are many saguaros in Wa:k.' 
oJ 

(J 1 ) S - c i 0 I i mag i 10 ' am t-ki: lam. 

many:chollas aux there our:house there 

'There are many chol1as at our house. I 



Table 13. 

Category 
,[-word 

cucul 'chicken' 

haiwan 

.., 
~u:dagi 'water' 

ha:~an 'saguaro' 

ba:bas 'potato' 

+ 

ciol im 'cholla cactus' 

wa~ai 'grass, hay' 

toki 'cotton' 

hemajkam 'people' 

Suffix 
-,[/ -.!5!. 

Category 
s-word 
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s-cucul ig 'many chickens, to 
L _ 'c .• 1 1 _& 
UC: I U' l V I 

chickens in one 
place' 

s-haiwanig 'many cows, to be 
full of cows in 
one location' 

s-~u:dagig 'much water, to 
be full of water 
in a single 
location' 

s-ha:~anig 'man.y saguaros, 
to be full of 
saguaros in a 
s i r,gl e I ocat ion' 

s-ba:basig 'many potatos, to 
be full of pota
toes in a single 
location' 

s-ciol imag 'many cholla 
cacti, to be 
full of cholla 
cacti in one 
location' 

s-wa~aig 'much grass, to be 
full of grass in a 
single location' 

s-tokig 'much cotton, to be 
full of cotton in a 
single location' 

s-hemajkamag 'many people, 
to be full of 
people in a 
single loca
tion' 



Table 13 Continued. 

'o'odham 'papago people 

ku:bs 'sr.~ke, dust' 

dewagi 'cloud, clouds' 

'o'o~ 'sand, gravel' 

toton 'ants' 

ho' i 's t i cke rs ' 

ho:hi 'dove' 

s-o'odhamag 'many papagos, 
to be full of 
papagos in a 
single loca
tion' 
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s-ku:bsig 'smokey, to be 
full of smoke in 
a sing 1 e loca
tion' 

s-cewagig 'cloudy, to be 
full of clouds 
ina s i ngl e 
location' 

s-o'o~ag 'sandy, to be full 
of gravel in a 
single location' 

s-totonig 'many ants, to be 
full of ants in 
a sing 1 e 1 oca-
t ion' 

s-ho'ig 'many stickers, to 
be full of stickers 
in a single loca
tion' 

s-ho:hig 'many doves, to be 
fu:l of doves in a 
single location' 



Table 14. 

s-people-g Imany people .•. • 

s-dogs-ig Imany dogs l 

s-trees-ig Imany trees l 
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?elim s-peopleg lam ha-ki: lam. 

cont. many:people there their house 

at 

IThere are surely many people at 

their house. I 

~al i si s-dogsig. 

actually very many:dogs 

IThere are very many dogs there. I 

?ali si s-treesig. 

actually very many: trees 

IThere are very many trees there. I 



( 12) S-hemajkamag 10 lamai mat 'am I e- : j e: n i 9 • 

many: peop1 e aux there were there they:gather:to:talk 

'There are many peopl e there at their meeting.' 

(13) S-o'odhamag '0 'amai Wainom Wo:g t-am. 

many:papagos aux there Casa Grande at 

'There are many Papagos there in Casa Grande. 

(14 ) S-ku:bsig '0 9 Huan na:da. 

much: smoke aux 9 John fire 

IThere is much smoke in John's fire. 

(15) S-ho'ig 10 9 Hu.si loidag. 

many:stickers aux 9 Joe field 

'Joe's field has many stickers. 1 

(16) S- lo'o~ag 10 9 mu :n. 

many:grains:of:sand aux 9 beans 

IThe beans are sandy. I 

I 

I 
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All s-words which include the suffix -~/-lg/-~ share a single 

semantic property: they all refer to.a place. An examination of the 

glosses in Table 13 is illustrative of this point. This aspect of the 

suffix makes essentially any ~-word available to the attachment of this 

suffix. (Recall that ~-words identify an object.) An s-word with the 

suffix -~/-~/-~ simply indicates the location of such an object, as a 

characteristic of a place. 

This attribute of the derived s-words under consideration here 

has certain interesting consequences for their use in sentences. First, 

I have ai ready shown that these s-words can be argument-takers. The 
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argument to these words always specifies some place or location. 

Relatively simple examples of this are to be found in (14) through (16) 

above. SI ightly more compl icated are the examples in (9) through (13). 

Here I propose that the argument to the s-word is a postpositional 

phrase. That is, while ~-words can be arguments, they do not exhaust 

the argument possibil ities for ?apago. The four sentences in (17) 

through (20) illustrate yet more sentences with an ~-word as the argu

ment-taker and a postpositional phrase as the argument. 

(17) S-totonig 10 lam kui weco. 

many:ants aux there mesquite:tree under 

IThere are many ants under the mesquite tree. 1 

(18) S-cewagig 10 an dolag da:m. 

many:clouds, cloudy aux there mountain top 

lit is cloudy up on the mountain. 1 

(19) S-tokig 10 lam Stanfield t-am. 

much:cotton aux there Stanfield at 

IThere is much cotton in Stanfield. I 

(20) S-hemajkamag 10 lam S-ki:kig t-am. 

many:people aux there Phoenix at 

IThere are many people in Phoenix. I 

The second consequence has to do with their syntactic possibil i

ties. Sentences with s-words with -~/-~/-~ as the argument-taker are 

easy to come by; however, sentences where they are modifiers are prob

lematic -- if not totally impossible. The sentences in (3) illustrate 



simple ~-words as modifiers. But corresponding sentences with the 

complex s-words under consideration here are highly unusual. 

(21) Hegai '0 d s-do'agig jewe~. 

that aux d many:mountains, mountainous land 

'That is mountainous land. , 

(22) Hegai '0 d s-kuig do'ag. 

that aux d many:mesquite mountain 

'That mountain has many mesquites.' 

(23) Hegai '0 9 ~el im s-o'oQag 'oidag. 

that aux d continuous much:sand, sandy beans 

'That is surely sandy beans.' 

(24) Huan oidag '0 9 ge s-o'oQag 'oidag. 

John field aux d ge much:sand field 

'John's field is kind of sandy field.' 

Most speakers of Papago prefer a sentence as in (25). 

(25) Hegai je\oJe~ '0 s-do'agig. 

that land aux many:mountains, mountainous 

'That land is mountainous.' 

The Suffix -day-

The remaining two suffixes to be considered in this chapter 

whose attachment results in an s-word are different from -~/-li/-~' 

The suffix -~/-~-~ attaches to ~-words; the suffix -~, discussed 
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in this section, and the suffix -im, discussed in the next, attach to 

0-element words. The result is, however, the same: regardless of their 

sour~e, s-words refer to some characteristic or property. See Table 15. 



Table 15. 

wa i la 'dancing I 

me~ 'running' 

cipkan 'working ' 

keihin 'dancing (tradi
tional) 

'abam 

daha 'sitting' 

i'e 'drinking' (or 'i:i) 

ceggia 'fighting' 

pa:nt 'making bread ' 

wapga 'irrigating' 

huat 'making a basket ' 

dade'e 'jumping, bucking' 

Ii 'ihog 'coughing' 
oJ 

cegito 'thinking, remembering I 

amicud 'knowing, understanding ' 
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him I wa 1 king I 

ne'ok 'talking' 

cecmait 'making tortillas ' 

ke:k 'standing' 

kei 'bit' 

ne'e 'singing' 

bihag 'surrounding ' 

pako'ola 'pascola dancing ' 

ciciwi 'playing' 

'o'ohan 'writing, drawing' 

haha'at 'making pottery' 

ko: SiS 1 eep i n9 ' 

hi la 'urinating' 

'iatog 'lying' 

bihug 'became hungry' 
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In the discussion in Chapter Three of the difference between the 

suffix -~ and the epenthetic~, I mentioned -~ as a suffix that re-

quires the latter. That is, the suffix -~ attaches to 0-element 

words ending in a vowel, much the same way that -kud does. Like the 

suffix -kud, then, -~ requires the epenthetic ~ when the 0-element 

word ends in a consonant. The suffix -dag, however, tends not to be as 

strict where this phonological condition is concerned, since there are 

some 0-element words ending in consonants that take -~ in the absence 

of the epenthetic ~ and some where the epenthetic ~ is optional. See 

Table 16. In addition, for a few words, the suffix -~ is preceded by 

an epenthetic i. 

(26) s-melidag 'to be a good runner' 

s-ko:sidag 'thing that is good at causing sleep (i.e. medi
cat ion) 

Regardless of their phonolcgical properties all such der:ved 

s-words have the properties expected of ~-words. First, they all can 

function as the argument-taker of a sentence. The following are illus-

trative. 

(27) Dav i d I 0 ~a' i si s-wa i 1 adag • 

David aux actually very good:dancer 

'David is a very good dancer. I 

(28) Hegai 'o:bi wakial '0 sa' i si s-dahidag. . 
that Apache cowboy aux actually very good:sitter/good:rider 

'That Apache cowboy is a good {rodeo} rider. • 



Table 16. 

A. 0-element words with final vowels plus -dag 

s-ke'idag 'to be a good biter, a biter, a stinger ' 

s-ne'idag 'to be a good singer' 
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s-dahidag 'to be a good sitter, sit well, as in a rodeo rider' 

s-i:edag or s-i'idag 'to be a good drinker, one who drinks too much' 

s-ceggiadag 'to be a good fighter, one who fights too much' 

s-palo'okadag 'to be a good pascola dancer, a pascola dancer' 

s-wailadag 'to be good at dancing' 

s-behidag 'to be good at catching (playing ball)' 

s-cicwidag 'to be good at playing games, playful' 

s-wapgadag 'to be good at irrigating' 

s-dade'idag 'to be a good jumper, bucker (as in a horse)' 

s-hi '-adag 'something that is good at making one urinate (medicine)' 

s-cegitodag 'to be good at remembering, to have a good memory I 

B. 0-element words reguiring epenthetic a 

s-himadag Ito be good at walking' 

s-cipkanadag 'to be good at working' 

s-cecmaitadag 'to be good at making tortillas' 

s-keihinadag Ito be good at dancing (traditional)' 

s-ke:kadag 'to be good at standing' 

s-abamadag Ito be good at having luck, to be lucky' 

s-pa:ntadag Ito be good at making bread' 

'o'ohanadag Ito be good at writing' 



Table 16 Continued. 

s-huatadag Ito be good at making baskets I 

s-haha'atadag Ito be good at making pots, pottery I 

s-amicudadag Ito be good at knowing, understanding things, 
knowledgeab1e ' 

C. 0-e1ement words ending in a consonant without e~enthetic a 

s-ne'okdag (or s-ni'okdag) Ito be a good talker, to talk a great 
deal I 

s-bihagdag Ito be good at surrounding (as in rounding up cattle)' 

s-i'ihogdag Ito be good at causing coughing (i.e. a sickness) I 

s-tonijigdag Ito be good at causing fever (i.e. a sickness) I 

s-wihosigdag Ito be good at causing vomiting (i.e. a sickness) I 

s-'iatogdat Ito be good at lying ' 

s-bihugdag Ito be good at causing hunger' 

s-ko:wo;dag 'to be good at making one full (of food) I 

D. 0-element words with optional epenthetic a 

s-abamadag/s-abamdag Ito be good at having luck, to be 1ucky' 
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(29) Hegai potol 10 ~elim s-dade l ida~. 

that bronc aux cont. good:bucker 

IThat bronc is continually a good bucker. I 

(30) Hegai ceoj 10 s-ce~9iadas· 

that boy aux a good:fighter/fights a great deal 

IThat boy fights a great deal. I 

- ~ 

(31) N-o:gi la~ s-cipkanadag wenog ma~ wud wecij. . 
my:father aux good:worker back when wud young 

IMy father was a good worker when he was young. I 

(32) 610 kaij hegam mas 9 m-jele ~a'i si 

b aux said them that 9 your:mother actually very 

s-pa:ntadag. 

good:bread:maker 

'They said that your mother is a very good bread maker. I 

(33) Mali:ya mad 10 ~ei im s-iatogdag. 

Mary's child aux cont. good I iar/a liar 

'Mary's child is a good I iar.1 

(34) Hegai kulan mat n-ma: 9 makai 10 

that medicine that me:gave 9 doctor aux 

s-ko:sidag. 

good:at:causing:sleep/sleepiness 
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'That medicine that the doctor gave is good at causing sleep.' 



(35) D'odham '0 b cece'e ma~ s-ko:wogdag 9 

D'odham aux b cont.:say that good:at:making:one:full g 

pi 1 kan cu 'i. 

wheat flour 

'Q'odham say that roasted wheat flour is good at making one 

feel full. I 

(36) Nap hab 'e-el id mo s-huatadag hega i uwi. 

n:aux hab yourself:think that good:basket:maker that wOmen 

'Do you think that that woman is a good basket maker?' 

Second, they all refer to a characteristic or property. So, 
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the glosses in Table 16 are descriptions. Most of these descriptions 

are to be appl ied to humans -- e.g. s-cegitodag 'to be good at remember

ing, to have a good memory'. But some can characterize animate, non

human objects. 

(37) s-ke'idag 'to be good at biting, stinging' 

s-dade ' idag 'to be good at bucking, jumping' 

s-himadag 'to be good at walking ' 

s-mel idag 'to be good at running ' 

s-cipkandag 'to be good at working' 

Another small subset is restricted to inanimate objects. The first 

group in (38) describes characteristics of sickness or medicine; the 

second describes a characteristic of food. 

(38) s-hi'adag Ito be good at causing urinating' 

s-i'ihogdag 'to be good at causing coughing' 

s-tonijidag 'to be good at causing fever ' 



s-wihosdag 'to be good at causing vomiting' 

s-ko:sidag 'to be good at causing sleep' 

s-ko:wogdag 'to be good at causing fullness' 

Still others, I ike s-bihugdag 'to be good at causing hunger' are so 

abstract as to not be descriptive of any particular thing. 
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The result of the semantic property just described is that when 

s-words with -~ are argument-takers, they restrict the possibil ities 

available to the subject. 

(39) ceoj '0 s-cecmaitdag. 

boy aux good:at:making tortillas 

'The boy is good at making tortillas.' 

(40) Hegai mumkidag '0 ~a' i si s-wihosigdag. 

that sickness aux actually very good:at:causing:vomiting 

'That sickness is good at causing vomiting.' 

(41) Hegai kulan 'as s-ko:sidag. 

that medicine aux good:at:causing:sleep 

IThat medicine is good at causing sleep.' 

Two final notes. First, I ike other ~-words, words derived by 

the suffix -~ drop the ~- under negation. 

(42) Husi 10 ~el im pi mel idag. 

Joe aux cont. not good:at:running 

'Joe is continually not good at running/not a good runner.' 

(43) S-ap pi dah i dag hegai wakial. 

not good:at:sitting/riding:rodeo that cowboy 

'That cowboy is positively not good at riding.' 
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(44) IA:ni Ian pi abamdag. 

aux not lucky/good:at:having:luck 

II am not lucky.1 

Second, I ike other derived ~-words, words derived by the suffix 

-~ cannot function as modifiers. So, the sentence in (45) is pecu-

liar. 

(45) Hegai 10 2 s-mel i dag ceoj. 

he aux wud good:at:running boy 

IHe is a good-at-running boy. I 

The Suffix -im 

The suffix -im is the last of those to be considered in this 

chapter. As noted above, it takes 0-element words to s-words. Table 17 

is a list of 0-element words capable of taking the suffix -im. 

The suffix -im has been labelled the desiderative suffix for 

Papago (Cf. Zepeda (1982).) The application of this label is clear 

from an examination after s-words with -im in Table 18. - -
The suffix -im results in words which have the expected proper-

ties. First, it can be an argument-taker: 

(46) IA:ni Ian s-ko:sim. 

aux desire:to:sleep 

I I desire to sleep.1 

(47) Hegai as s-himim. 

he aux desire:to:go 

IHe desires to go/leave. I 

and, when negated, such words lack the s-. 



Table 17. 

ko:~ 'sleeping' 

him ' wa 1 king , 

cipkan 'working' 

je:n 'smoking' 

hu:{g} 'ate' 

kekiwua 'standing up' 

neid 'seeing' 

hila 'urinating' 

pa:nt 'making bread' 

ka: 'hearing' 

keihim 'dancing' 

i'ihog 'coughing' 

kei 'bit' 

waila 'dancing' 

neok 'talking' 

ne' e 's i ng i ng , 

, i 'e 'd rink i ng , 

bihug 'became hungry' 

bisck 'sneezing' 

daha 'sitting' 

c i cw i ' play i ng , 

huat 'making baskets' 

pako'ola 'pascola dancing' 

me~ 'running' 

huhu'id 'chasing' 
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Table 18. 

s-ko:sim 'desiring to sleep' 

s-neokim 'desiring to talk' 

s-ne'im 'desiring to sing' 

s-i'im 'desiring to drink' 

s-kekiwuam 'desiring to 
stand' 

s-neidam 'desiring to see' 

s-hi 'am 'desiring to urinate' 

s-pa:ntam 'desiring to make 
bread' 

s-kaim 'desiring to hear' 

s-keihinam 'desiring to 
dance (trad.)' 

s-i'ihogim 'desiring to 
cough' 

s-ke'im 'desiring to bite' 

s-e-wail im 'desiring to 
dance' 

s-himim 'desiring to walk' 

s-cipkanim 'desiring to work' 

s-je:nim 'desiring to smoke' 

s-hugim 'desiring to eat' 

s-bisckim 'desiring to sneeze' 

s-dahim 'desiring to sit' 

s-cicwim 'desiring to play' 

s-s-huatam 'desiring to make 
baskets' 

s-pako'olam 'desiring to pascola 
dance' 

s-melim 'desiring to run' 

s-huhu'idam 'desiring to chase' 

s-ceggiam 'desiring to fight' 
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(48) Pi Ian ~a: i himim. 

not aux actually desire:to:go 

I I do not desire to go/leave. I 

(49) Pi Ian I i I im 

not aux esire:to:drink 

I I don I t des ire to d rink. I 

Second, it cannot be a modifier. So, the sentence in (50) is pecul iar. 

(50) S-ko:sim 

desire:to:sleep child aux crying 

IThe desirous of sleep child is crying. 1 

The interesting thing about ~-words with the suffix -im is 

semantic. Essentially any 0-element word can take the suffix -im. The 

glosses of the words in Table 17 are suitably diverse. However, when 

such words are the argument-taker 1n a sentence they place certain 

semantic restrictions on their subject. Specifically, the subject must 

not only be animate, it must also be capable of vol ition. A dog is 

animate, but lacks vol ition. Thus, the sentence in (51) is possible 

only if ~ Idog l can be interpreted in human terms. 

(51) Gogs lat s-n-ke l im. 

dog aux desire:to:bite:me 

IThe dog desired to bite me. 1 

The sentences in (52) through (55) are straightforward examples of 

Papago sentences with a volitional subject. 



(52) Mali:ya 'a~ s-j'jm 
.... 

9 ~u:dagi. 
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Mary aux desire:to:drink g water 

'Mary desires to drink water.' 

(53) S-cicwim as hegam 'a'al. 

desire:to:play aux those children 

'Those children desire to play.' 

(54) Nap ha'icu s-hugim. 

n:aux something desire:to:eat 

'Do you desire to eat something?' 

(55) Hus i 'a~ s-mel im 'u:pam. 

Joe aux desire:to:go/run back:home 

'Joe desires to go (by car) back home.' 

Conclus ion 

In this chapter I have examined suffixes which derive s-words. 

As the suffixes in this chapter suggest, ~-words have more sources than 

derived ~-words or derived 0-element words. All the derived 0-element 

words in Chapter Two had a ~-word source; all the derived ~-words in 

Chapter Three had a ~-element word source. The gap in the pattern 

appears to reside specifically in ~-words. That is, ~-words are not 

freely available to derivation. We will consider this problem further 

in Chapter Six. 

It should also be noted that derived ~-words, unl ike derived 

~-element words and derived ~-words, have restrictions that do not apply 

to underived members of the class. In particular, derived s-words are 



highly unusual in the function of modifier. The reason for this 

condition is unclear. However, ~-words are pecul iar in general. As I 

noted in the introduction s-words are not as freely available to deri

vation as either 0-element words or ~-words. 
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CHAPTER 5 

0-ELEMENT WORDS TO 0-ELEMENT WORDS 

Introduction 

Each of the suffixes discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 have 

attached to a word of some category and enabled it to change both 

semantically and syntactically to fit the characteristics of another 

category. The suffixes to be discussed in this chapter are different: 

They attach to a word of a particular category (0-element words) and 

result in a word of the same category. There are three suffixes at 

issue -- -him, -meQ and -c. Each results in a 0-element word with dif

ferent properties than the 0-element word to which it attached. 

The Suffix -him 

Table 19 1 ists some 0-element words that can take the suffix 

-him. All of the words behave, semantically and syntactically, as ex

pected of a 0-element word. Below are a few sample sentences to illus

trate their syntactic behavior as ar9ument-takers. 

(1) Al i '0 'am daha kc ~oak. 

baby aux there sit and crying 

'The baby is sitting there cryinJ.' 

(2) Hegai cehia '0 si dade'e. 

that girl aux really jumping 

'That girl is really jumping.' 
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Table 19. 

~oak 'crying' 

huhu'id 'chasing' 

dade'e 'jumping ' 

waila 'dancing' 

je:n 'smoking' 

i'ihok 'coughing' 

neok 'speaking' 

huk~an 'scratching ' 

ceggia 'fighting' 

ne I e lsi ng i ng I 

ki I iwia 'chewing' 

bahigid 'wagging the tail' 

keihin 'traditional dancing' 

c i cw i I play i ng , 

to'a 'putting objects' 

gikuc 'whistl ing' 

'i:bhe 'breathing' 

bisc 'sneezing' 

pakoloa 'pascola dancing' 

gaswua 'combing' 

mo'ogid 'shaking the head' 

~amud 'herding, shooing' 

'atgid 'shaking the butt ' 

nowigid 'waving the hand' 

piast 'playing music' 

winkon 'licking lips' 
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{3} Hegai gogs '0 si e-behigid. 

that dog aux really itself:wagging:tail 

'That dog is really wagging its tai 1. ' 

(4) An 'ant mi :sa da:m toa g ba:bas. 

there aux table top put g potatoes 

'I put the potatoes on top of the table. , 

(S) Kawyu '0 si 'e-mo'ogid nopi s-mulTluwalig. 

horse aux really itself:shaking:head because many:fl ies 

'The horse is shaking its head because there are many fl ies.' 

The suffix -him, I ike the suffixes -~ and -dag, generally 

requires that it be preceded by a vowel. So, as with -~ and -dag, 

when the 0-element word ends in a consonant, the epenthetic vowel be

tween the word and the suffix. The following is a list of 0-element 

words that end in a final vowel and, therefore, take -him directly. 

(6) to'ahim 'going along putting objects' 

dede'ehim 'going along jumping' 

wailahim 'going along dancing' 

i':bheihim 'going along breathing' 

pako'olahim 'going along pascola dancing' 

gaswuahim 'going along combing' 

ceggiahim 'going along fighting' 

ne'ehim 'going along singing' 

ki 'iwiahim 'going along chewing' 

In (7) is a list of 0-element words that end in a consonant and, there

fore, must have the epenthetic -a preceding -him. 
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(7) huhu' i dah im 'going along chas ing' 

huksanahim 'going along scratch i ng , 

keihinahim 'going along dancing' 

~a:mudahim 'going along herding something' 

nowigidahim 'going along waving' 

mo'ogidahim 'going along shaking the head' 

bahigidahim 'going along wagg ing the ta iI' 

atgidahim 'going along shaki ng one's behind' 

piastahim 'going along making music' 

winkonahim 'going along licking one's I ips, or something' 

Finally, there are a few irregular consonant-final 0-element words which 

take -him directly. 

(8) ~oakhim 'going along crying' 

gikuchim 'going along whistl ing' 

'i'ihokhim 'going along coughing' 

je:nhim 'going along smoking' 

neokhim 'going along talking' 

bisckhim or bisckahim 'going along sneezing' 

The glosses of the words in (6) through (8) suggest that there 

is no category change accompanying the attachment of -him. The sen

tences in (9) through (II) support this conclusion; the words with -him 

are argument-takers. 

(9) 'Ab '0 ha-~a:mudahim. 

there aux them:herding:along 

'He/She is herding them along.' 



(10) 'Ab '0 'e-huhu'idahim. 

there aux themselves chasing:along 

'They are chasing each other along.' 

(II) 'An '0 ~a 'e-behigidahim g gogs. 

there aux kind:of himself:wagging:tail:along g dog 

'The dog is kind of wagging his tail along.' 
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Semantically, too, the words with -him behave as expected of 

ii-element words: ti.!'!y refer to events. The event, however, is aug

mented by the presence of -him. So, the event is no longer, for exam

ple, just dade'e 'jumping', neok 'talking', huhu'id 'chasing', or 

mo'ogid 'shaking the head', but it is now 'going along jumping, talking, 

chasing, or shaking the head'. 

I considered the possibility that -him is not a suffix, since 

there is an independent ii-element word him 'walking'. 

(12) Haiwan '0 him. 

cow aux walking 

'The cow is/was walking.' 

That is, it is possible that a combination of ii-element word and -him 

should be considered a compound. However, the most common occurrences 

of words with -him are as in sentences I ike those in (13) through (17), 

where such a word is conjoined with the ii-element word him. 

(13) 'Ali '0 'ab himac ~oakhim. 

baby aux there walk:and going:along:crying 

'The baby is walking along crying.' 
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( 14) 'Ab '0 him hegai c neokim. 

there aux walk him and talking:along 

'He is walking along tal king. ' 

(15) 'Ab '0 him g kawyu kc si 'e-mo'ogidahim. 

there aux walk g horse and very h imse If: shak i ng head along 

'The horse is walking along shaking its head. , 

(16) Husi '0 si gikuchim c 'ab him. 

Joe aux very whistl ing:along and there walking 

'Joe is walking along and is really whistling.' 

(17) Huan '0 si 'e-ki'iwiahim c 'ab him. 

John aux very himself:chewing:along there walking 

'John is walking along chewing.' 

If words with -him were compounds, their conjunction with him is not 

obviously expected. Further, as the sentences in (13) through (17) sug-

gest, an independent him involves a particular kind of ambulatory move-

ment; the suffix -him rather specifies an extention of the action of 

the 0-element word. 

The Suffix -meQ 

This section is devoted to a discussion of the suffix -med. 

This suffix is similar to -him in its semantic effect, but it has cer-

tain distinctive morphological consequences. 

Table 20 is a I ist of 0-element words that are capable of taking 

the suffix -med. ---
This suffix is I ike the majority of suffixes that attach to 

0-element words and that begin with a consonant: If the 0-element word 



Table 20. 

ciciwi 'playing ' 

wail i/waila 'dancing ' 

cewi (7) 'dragging' 

pasa (?) pasar (sp.) I to 
go visiting ' 

hihido I cooked I 

wa l i Igot something 
I iquid I 

piast 'making music ' 

wipia 'going hunting ' 

wapkon 'washing' 

pI a:nja (7) (sp.) I to 
iron ' 

wacwui 'bathing, swimming I 

wapga 'irrigating' 

golon 'raking' 

nolawt 'buying' 

pa:nt 'making bread ' 

sikon 'chopping weeds, 
cotton I 

ceposid 'branding ' 

gagda 'sell ing something I 
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h i I a I uri na t i ng I 

Ii: i I d rink i ng I 

" behi 'getting object I 

ceggia 'fighting' 

ce:gi 'showed object' 

wepegid 'see movies' 

pikcult 'making a photograph I 

enigadag 'getting dressed ' 

gaswua 'combing' 

m i : s (?) I re 1 i 9 i on I 

'ia Ito harvest saguaro fruit' 

ma~ca 'taught ' 

gegosid 'feeding' 

na:d 'making a fire ' 

kuintt 'counting' 

ga:gi 'looking fori 
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ends in a vowel, the suffix attaches directly, but if the 0-element 

word ends in a consonant, the epenthetic vowel a is required between 

the suffix and the 0-element word. (18) gives a list of words of the 

first type; (19) gives a 1 ist of words of the second type. 

(18) cicwi 'playing' ciciwime9 

wail i 'dancing ' wail imeg 

hihido I cooking I hihidome~ 

wa l i 'gett i ng 1 iquid I wa' ime~ 

wipia 'hunt i ng I wipiameq 

wacui 'bathing, wacuimeg 
swimming' 

wapga Ii rrigat ing' wapgamec! 

( 19) piast 'making music, piastamecj 
feasting ' 

wapkon 'washing ' wapkonameg 

golon 'raki ng' goloname~ 

nolawt 'purchasing ' nolawtame~ 

pa:nt 'making bread' pa:ntame~ 

Words with -~ have the requisite semantic property of 0-ele-

ment words. As the glosses of the words in Table 21 suggest, words with 

-meQ refer to an event. More specifically, words with this suffix have 

two semantic properties. First, they involve the notion of movement in 

some direction, so all the words in Table 21 are glossed 'went some-

where ••• ' • Second, the movement is purposive; that is, a word with -meQ 

refers to movement in some direction to carry out some act. 



Table 21. 

cicwimeg 'went (somewhere) to play' 

wail ime~ 'went (somewhere) to dance' 

hihidomeg 'went (somewhere) to cook, bake' 

wa' imeg 'went (somewhere) to get something 1 iquid' 

piastameg 'went (somewhere) to feast, dance' 

wipiameg 'went (somewhere) to hunt' 

wacuimeg 'went (somewhere) to swim' 

wapgameq 'went (somewhere) to irrigate' 

wapkonameq 'went (somewhere) to do laundry' 

golonameg 'went (somewhere) to rake leaves ' 

nolawtame~ 'went (somewhere) to purchase something' 

pa:ntamed 'went (somewhere) to make bread ' 

sikoname9 'went (somewhere) to chop weeds, cotton' 

ga:gime~ 'went (somewhere) to search for something' 

gagqame~ 'went (somewhere) to sell something' 

hi 'ameg 'went (somewhere) to urinate' 

bi :tame~ 'went (somewhere) to defecate' 

'i'imeq 'went (somewhere) to drink ' 

hugime~ 'went (somewhere) to eat (something)' 

behime~ 'went (somewhere) to get (something)' 

ceggiameq 'went (somewhere) to fight (someone) I 

ce:gimeg 'went (somewhere) to see (someone)' 

wepegidame~ Iwent (somewhere) to see movies' 

pikcultamed 'went (somewhere) to have a picture taken' 
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Table 21 Continued. 

enigadame~ 'went (somewhere) to get dressed' 

gaswuime~ 'went (somewhere) to comb one's hair' 

mi:~me~ 'went {somewhere} to have mass' 

'iame~ Iwent (somewhere) to pick saguaro fruit. 

ma~came~ 'went {somewhere} to learn, to go to school' 

gegosidame~ Iwent (somewhere) to eat something' 
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Words with -med also, I ike all 0-element words, function as 

argument-takers. The sentences below are illustrative. 

(20) hegam 'u'uwi 'at 'e-wapkoname~. 

those women aux themselves:went washing somewhere 

'Those women went washing.' 

(21) A:cim 'ac cern hekid sikoname~. 

we aux always went:chopping cotton:somewhere 

'We always went chopping cotton.' 

(22) Huan 'at~ 9 tatmal gagdame~. 

John aux 9 tamales went:sell ing:somewhere 

'John went selling tamales. ' 

(23) Husi 'at 9 'e-gogsga ga:gime~. 

Joe aux 9 his:dog went:looking:for:somewhere 

'Joe went looking for his dog.' 

(24) N-je'e 'at 9 ~u:dagi wa'ime~ 'am wah i a wu i . 

my:mother aux 9 water went:to:get there well to 

'My mother went to get water at the well.' 

(25) 'A:ni 'ant ha-ce:gime~ 9 n-wepnag. 

aux them:went to see 9 my:sibl ings 

'I went to see my siblings.' 

(26) At~ 0 'e-gegosidame9 9 cipkandam. 

aux fut. themselves:went to eat 9 workers 

'The workers went to eat somewhere.' 

The most interesting property of 0-element words with -~ is 

their aspect. Papago has whoJt is commonly called 'perfective' and 
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'imperfective' aspect. The perfective form of a 0-element word is a 

truncated version of its imperfective form. Most commonly, truncation 

involves the deletion of the final consonant of the imperfective 0-ele-

ment word. (See Table 22.) But it can involve deletion of the final 

vowel and consonant as in Table 23. The perfective and imperfective 

0-element forms are also accompanied by different aux forms. Compare 

the two sentences in (27). 

(27) a. Ceoj '0 neok. 

boy aux speaking 

'The boy is/was speaking.' 

b. Ceoj 'at neo. 

boy aux spoke 

'The boy spoke.' 

All of the derived 0-element words discussed to this point have 

not required that they be used in a particular aspect; my example sen-

tences have varied in that respect. 0-element words with -med, however, 

require that the sentences in which they occur be perfective. So, the 

following sentences involve the perfective aux form. 

(28) Hegam n-je'e 'at cicwime~ g bingo. 

they my:mother aux went:to:play g bingo 

'My mother and they went to play bingo.' 

(29) Mal i:ya 'at 'e-wapkoname9. 

Mary aux herself:went:to do wash/went:washing 
- .., 

(30) N-o:gi 'at cipkanme9' 

my:father aux went:to work/went:working 



Table 22. 

Imperfective 

him 

hihink 

huhu' j d 

med 

neid 

neok 

Table 23. 

Imperfective 

ceposid 'branding' 

cipkan 'working' 

gegosid 'feeding' 

Perfective 

hi: 

hihin 

huhu' j 

me: 

nei 

neo 

Perfective 

cepos 'branded' 

cipk 'worked' 

gegos 'fed' 
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This requirement that words with -meQ are perfective undoubtedly has to 

do with the meaning of the suffix. As noted, words with 'mei mean Iwent 

somewhere in order to XI. The action identified in such words is com-

pleted hence, perfective -- because of the presence of -meQ. 

The sentences in (28) through (30) are interesting, since they 

are perfective, in another respect. It is possible, but not obl igatory, 

to truncate 0-element words with -meQ, conforming to the usual marking 

for 0-element words. The truncated form for all such words involves 

dropping the final CV on the suffix; thus, the suffix appears as -~, 

rather than -meQ. In Table 24 are some examples. For most speakers of 

Papago, the short form is most common. The sentences in (31) through 

(32) illustrate some of these truncated forms. 

(31) Hegam la'al 'at~ le-wapcwuim 'am ~aikka wui. 

those children aux themselves:went swimming there ditch to 

'Those children went swimming at the ditch.' 

(32) Hegam kekel 'at~ wipiam tako. 

those men aux went hunting yesterday. 

'Those men went hunting yesterday.' 

(33) Mali: ya kc 'e-kun 'at~ piastam 'am S i : 1 Nagg i a wu i . 

Mary and her:husband aux went feasting to Si:l Naggia to 

'Mary and her husband went feasting to Si:l Naggia.' 

The Suffix -cud 

The suffix -cud is commonly called the 'causative suffix'; the 

appropriateness of this label will become clear in the discussion below. 



Table 24. 

cicwime~ 

wailime~ 

hihidome~ 

wa l ime~ 

piastame~ 

wipiame~ 

wacuime~ 

wapgame~ 

wapkonameg 

golonamecJ 

nolawtame~ 

pa:ntame9 

cicwim Ito go and play, go somewhere and play' 

wailim Ito go somewhere and dance ' 

hihidom Ito go somewhere and cook I 
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wa'im Ito go somewhere and get something I iquid ' 

piastam Ito go ~omewhere and have a dance, feast I 

wipiam Ito go somewhere and hunt, go hunting' 

wacuwuim Ito go somewhere and swim, bathe ' 

wapgam Ito go somewhere and irrigate l 

wapkonam Ito go somewhere and wash I 

golonanam Ito go somewhere and rake I 

nolawtam Ito go somewhere and buy something I 

pa:ntam Ito go somewhere and make bread l 
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Table 25 is a 1 ist of 0-element words capable of taking the 

suffix -cud. The most interesting property of such 0-element words is 

illustrated in the following sentences. They are intransitive; that is, 

they do not take an object. 

(34) I Al i 10 ko:~. 

baby aux sleeping 

'The baby is sleeping. ' 

(35) Kawyu 10 Ian him. 

horse aux there walk 

'The horse is walking there. I 

(36) Ma:gina 10 lab me9' 

car aux there running 

'The car is running/going over there. I 

(37) Huan 10 lam cipkan. 

John aux there working 

'John is working there. I 

Intransitive 0-element words with the'suffix -cud are augmented by tran

sitive 0-element words. So, the words with -cud in (38) are transitive 

0-element words, as illustrated in the sentences in (39) through (45). 

(38) ko:scud Icause to sleep' 

himcud Icause to walk ' 

mel cud (med) Icause to 
run/gol 

cipkanacud Icause to work ' 

bihugimcud Icause to be 
hungry' 

bagacud Icause to be angryl 

i 'ihokcud Icause to cough I 



Table 25. 

ko:~ Isleepingl 

him Iwalkingl 

bihug Ibeeoming hungryl 

me~ Irunningl 

baga Ibeing angryl 

hu(g) leatl 

Ii: I i I drink i ng I 

wa i 1 a I dane i ng I 

ne1e Isingingl 

mumku Isiek l 

eipkan Iworking l 
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(39) N-jele 10 ko: scud 9 lal i. 

my:mother aux cause:to:sleep 9 baby 

IMy mother is causing the baby to sleep/putting the baby 
to sleep. I 

(40) Mal i:ya 10 Ian himcud 9 I a Ii. 

Mary aux there causing:to:walk 9 baby 

IMary is causing the baby to walk. 1 

(41) Huan 10 lab melcud 9 ma:gina. 

John aux there causing:to:run 9 car 

IJohn is causing the car to run/driving the car.1 
.., 

(42) N-o:gi 10 ha-cipkanacud hegam lal wi :pio. 

my:father aux them:cause:to work those young boys 

IMy father caused/made those young boys work.1 

(43) N-bihugimcud 1 0 • 

me:cause:to:be:hungry aux 

I It/something is causing me to be hungry. I 

(44) Hega i 10 ~a Ii s i fi-bagacud. 

that aux actually very me:cause:to:angry 

IThat is causing me to be very angry.1 

(45) N-i lihokcud 10 9 ku: bs. 

me:cause:to:cough aux 9 dust 

IDust caused me to cough. I 

_There are some transitive 0-element words in Papagn that also 

take the suffix -cud. The sentences in (46) through (48) illustrate 
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three transitive 0-element words -- hu:g 'eating', 'i'i 'drinking', and 

wa i I a 'danc i ng , . 

(46) 'AI i '0 hu:g 9 mun. 

baby aux eating g beans 

'The baby is eating the beans.' 

(47) 'Ali '0 'i'i g wi: b. 

baby aux drinking 9 water 

'The baby is drinking the water.' 

(48) Huan '0 'an has waila gMali:ya. 

John aux there about dancing g Mary 

'John is dancing Mary about.' 

The addition of -cud to such 0-element words can make the sentence di

transitive. 

But, 

(49) Mali:ya '0 'i'icud g 'a I i 9 wi:b. 

Mary aux cause:to:drink 9 ch i I d 9 milk 

'Mary is causing the baby to drink mi I k. ' 

'Mary is feeding the baby mi Ik. , 

it need not. 

(50) N-je'e '0 hugcud 9 'a'al. 

my:mother aux causing:to:eat 9 baby 

'My mother is causing the baby to eat.' 

(51 ) Hu s i '0 'an has wa i I acud 9 'al i. 

Joe aux ther~ about cause:to:dance 9 baby 

'Joe is dancing the baby all about.' 



The semantic aspects of causation in Papago are quite 

interesting. 

In sentences like (52) 

(52) , Ali '0 ko: ~ . 

baby aux sleeping 

'The baby is sleeping.' 

the subject of the sentence is 'al i 'babyl. (53) is its causative 

counterpart. 

(53) N- je'e 10 ko:scud g lal i. 

my:mother aux cause:to:sleep g baby 

'My mother caused the baby to sleep.1 
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The object of the causative ko:scud in (53) is the subject of sentence 

(52). It is the baby that is being caused to sleep. There is a very 

important condition on the objects of causative 0-element words: the 

object must be someone or something that has very 1 ittle or no control 

over the acts that it/he performs. This condition is satisfied with 

'babyl since it is generally understood that babies can be caused to 

sleep, eat, drink, walk, dance, etc. Where the object does not have 

such a property necessarily, as in (54) 

(54) Husi '0 'an himcud g Huan. 

Joe aux there cause:to:walk g John 

'Joe is causing John to walk/Joe is walking John.' 

the object of the causative must be re-interpreted. In (54), for exam

ple, John must be either paraplegic and, thus, lacking control over his 



abil ity to walk, or he must be very old and in need of extensive 

assistance in walking, or John must be a baby who has not yet learned 

how to walk. 
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Conversely, the subject in a simple causative has absolute con

trol over the action which the sentence describes. So, in (53) and 

(54) my mother and Joe have absolute control over the act of eating and 

the act of walking respectively. This condition does not preclude an 

inanimate subject. For instance, (55) is a good Papago sentence: 

(55) Ku:bs 'atii-i'ihokc. 

dust aux me:caused:to:cough 

'Dust caused me to cough.' 

However, where the subject is inanimate, the subject must have physical 

contact with the object. So, for (55) to be a good sentence, ku:bs 

'dust' must actually come into contact with the person who coughs. 

And, the action of coughing is still totally out of the control of the 

person who forms the action. (Obviously, the object need not be ani

mate. 

(56) Huan '0 'ab mel cud g ma:g ina. 

John aux there cause:to:run g car 

'John is causing the car to run.' 

Here, the major condition that the object has absolutely no control over 

the action is satisfied, since it is inanimate.) 

All the sentences with a causative 0-element word presented 

above have been imperfective. However, 0-element words with the suffix 

-cud also have a perfective form. See Table 26. 



Table 26. 

Imperfective 

himcud 'causing to walk ' 

ko:scud 'causing to sleep' 

mel cud 'causing to run l 

wailacud 'causing to dance ' 

cipkancud 'causing to work' 

'i'ihokcud 'causing to drink ' 

Perfective 

himc 'caused to walk ' 

ko:sc 'caused to sleep' 

melc 'caused to run l 

wailac 'caused to dance ' 

cipkanc 'caused to work ' 

'i'ihokc 'caused to drink ' 
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These perfective 0-element words, 1 ike other perfective ~-element words, 

require the presence of the perfective auxil iary. 

(57) Mal i:ya 'at himc 9 'al i. 

Mary aux caused:to:walk 9 baby 

'Mary caused the baby to wal k. ' 

(58) Huan at 'am melc 9 ma:gina. 

John aux there caused:to:run 9 car 

'John caused the car to run. , 

(59) N-je'e 'at ko:sc g 'al i. 

my:mother aux caused:to:sleep g baby 

'My mother caused the baby to sleep.' 

Conclusion 

have discussed three different suffixes in this chapter that 

attach to 0-element words and result in a 0-element word. The first 

two suffixes considered -- -him and -meQ -- contribute an aspectual 

meaning to the event referred to in the 0-element word to which they 

attach. This is clearest in regard to -meq, since the resulting word 

is obI igatorily perfective. The last suffix, the causative -cud, 

changes the argument possibilities of the 0-element word to which it 

attaches. 



CHAPTER 6 

COMPLICATIONS 

Introduction 

In Chapter One I proposed three lexical categories for Papago 

using the elements s and ~ as defining elements. So, there are words 

that can occur with ~ element, ~-words; words that can occur with ~, 

~-words; and words that can not take either ~ or ~, 0-element words. 

Each of these categories has certain semantic and syntactic properties, 

as summarized below. 

~-words: refer to an object, and can function as an 

argument or argument-taker 

s-words: refer to an abstract characteristic, and can 

function as an argument-taker or (i f non-

derived) as a modifier 

0-element words: refer to an act or event, and can 

function as the argument-taker. 

The discussion of the preceding four chapters has considered various 

Papago suffixes, derivational suffixes that take a word with one cate

gory and change it to a word of another. We are now ready to consider 

suffixes that result in words of "mixed" categories, that is, suffixes 

that attach to a word of one category and, rather than changing the 

category of this word, add a second category possibil ity. 

There are two suffixes at issue. One was discussed in another 

guise in Chapter Five. The suffix -cud/~, the causative suffix, can 
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attach to ~-words (of a particular sort) and the result is an sand 

0-element word. The second is the suffix -kame This suffix attaches 

to ~-words (again of a particular sort) and the result is an ~ and ~

word. Sand 0-element words with -cud/£ have the properties expected 
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of 0-element words and of derived ~-words; ~ and ~-words with -kam have 

the properties expected of ~-words and of derived s-words. 

It is interesting that the only category available to producing 

mixed words is the category ~-words. have no account of this fact, 

however. 

The Suffix -kam and G and S-words 

The sufflx -kam attaches, specifically, to s-words that include 

the suffix -dag. No other suffix considered to this point has been 

affected by the internal complexity of a word to which it attaches. 

The suffix -kam is special, then, in the properties it requires of the 

word to which it attaches. Table 27 is a I ist of s-words with the suf-

fix -~. 

In order for the suffix -kam to attach, the derived ~-word must 

be modified. This modification is the truncation of the suffix -~ to 

-d. 

s-word 

s-nei-dag Ito be a good singer, 
to sing a great deal I 

g & s-word 

s-nei-d-kam lone who is a 
good singer l 

Truncation is not an unusual process in Papago, as we have seen. 0-ele-

ment words are truncated to indicate perfective aspect -- e.g. cipkanl 

cipk. And this truncation can apply even when the final segments belong 
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Table 27. 

s-~e'idag 'to be a good singer' 

s-'i'idag 'to be good at drinking, to drink a great deal' 

s-ceggiadag 'to fight a great deal, to be good at fighting' 

s-pako'oladag Ito be good at pascola dancing, to dance a great deal' 

s-wail idag Ito be a good dancer, to dance a great deal' 

s-behidag 'to be good at catching, to catch a great deal' 

s-dade'idag 'to be good at jumping' 

s-cegitodag 'to be good at remembering, to remember a great deal' 

s-himidag 'to be good at walking a great deal' 

s-cipkandag 'to be good at working, to work a great deal' 

s-cecmaitadag 'to be good at making tortillas, make tortillas a 
great deal' 

s-pa:ntadag 'to be good at making bread, to make bread a great deal I 
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to a suffix -- e.g. him-cud/him-c or ko:s-cud/ko:s-c. In addition, 

0-element words with the suffix -med, which are inherently perfective, 

may (but need not) truncate -- e.g. ce:gi-med/ce:gi-m or gagda-med/ 

gagda-m. However, the truncation preceding -kam cannot be the perfec-

tive form of the s-word. S-words do not truncate to indicate perfective 

aspect. It is possible to indicate a perfective/non-perfective contrast 

in ~-words, but truncation is never that indication. (The perfective 

marking of non-derived ~-words vary. Some require the voicing of a 
J 

final voiceless vowel, s-wegi/wegi; some add a final -~, s-'oam/'oama; 

and still others attach a final -~, s-paQma/paQmat. All drop the ~- in 

the perfective.) Table 28 is a list of ~ and ~-words with -kam. 

While all words with -kam require the presence of -~, not all 

words with -dag can take -kam. 

s-word 

s-ke:kadag 'someone good at 
standing' 

s-wihosdag 'something good at 
causing vomiting' 

s-'o'ohanadag 'someone good at 
writing' 

s-wapgadag 'someone good at 
irrigating' 

g & s-word 

*s-ke:kadkam 

*s-wihosdkam 

*s-'o'ohanadkam 

*s-wapgadkam 

The first two appear to be out because of what -kam contributes to the 

meaning. All words with -kam identif~ some person. But, in the first 

case, it isn't clear that there can be a person who is in particular 

characterized as good at standing. And, in the second case, while there 

can be things that cause vomiting, it is difficult to imagine a person 



Table 28. 

s-ne'idkam 'one who is a good singer, good at singing, sings a 
great deal' 

s-i'idkam 'one who is good at drinking, a good drinker' 

s-ceggiadkam 'one who is good at fighting, a good fighter, fights 
a great deal' 
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s-pako'oladkam 'one who is good at pascola dancing, a good dancer, 
dances a great deal' 

s-wail idkam 'one who is good at dancing, a good dancer, dances a 
great deal' 

s-behidkam 'one who is good at catching, a good catcher' 

s-dade'idkam 'one who is a good jumper, good at jumping, jumps a 
great deal' 

s-cigitodkam 'one who is good at remembering, one with a good 
memory' 

s-himadkam 'one who is good at walking, a good walker, walks a 
great deal' 

s-cipkanadkam 'one who is good at working, a good worker, works a 
great deal' 

s-cecmaitdkam 'one who is good at making tortillas, good tortilla
maker, makes tortillas a great deal' 

s-pa:ntadkam 'one who is good at making bread, a good bread-maker, 
makes bread a great deal' 

s-huatadkam 'one who is good at making baskets, a good basket
maker, makes baskets a great deal' 

s-haha'tadkam 'one who is good at making pottery, a good potter, 
makes pottery a great deal' 

s-amicudadkam 'one who knows, understands a great deal (on a 
particular matter) I 

s-mel idkam 'one who is good at running, a good runner, runs a 
great deal' 



Table 28 Continued. 

s-abamadkam (s-abamkam) lone who is good at having luck, a lucky 
one, has a great deal of luck l 

s-hiladkam lone who consistently has to urinate l 
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who has this characteristic. The second two cases are bad because they 

compete with other well-establ ished lexical items -- 'o'ohamdam 'one who 

writes a great deal' and wapgadam 'one who irrigates a great deal '. 

The gloss for ~ and ~-words include semantic 'parts' consistent 

with both ~ and ~-. Consider s-ne'idkam 'a good singer, one who sings 

a great deal '. Here the abstract qual ity of being good at an activity 

is an ~-word property, while 'dancer' identifies an object, a ~-word 

property. The use of such words in sentences shows that these two 

semantic properties are not simply additive. 

(I) Mali:ya '0 d s-ne'idkam. 

Mary aux d a:good:singer/sings a great:dea1 

'Mary is a good singer. , 

(2) Nat 'am jiwa g s-ne'idkam. 

n:aux there arrive g a:good:singer/singer 

'Did the good singer arrive?/Did the singer arrive?' 

These two sentence types exhaust ones that ~ and ~-words can occur in. 

That is, the ~ and ~-word can occur with either just~, as in (I), or 

it can occur with both, as in (2), but never with just~. These two 

possibi1 ities are semantically distinct. Where just the ~ is present 

the ~ and ~-word behaves more I ike an ~-word. That is, the ~ and ~-word 

identifies abstract quality 'good singer, good at singing'. In (1) 

Mary is attributed with this property. Where the element ~ occurs it is 

the crucial factor. So, the word s-nei'dkam in (2) is more like a~

element word; it refers to some concrete object, 'the singer'. 
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These two possible sentence types are given again below, using 

other £ and s-words. 

(3) Mal i:ya '0 d s-huatadkam. 

(4) 

(5) 

Mary aux d a:good:baskets/makes:baskets:a:great:deal:of:time 

'Mary is a good basket maker. , 

Nat 'am j iwia 9 s-huatadkam. 

n:aux there arrive 9 a:good:basket:maker 

'Did the basket maker arrive? ' 

Hegai ' al ke: 1 i '0 ~el im ~ s-himidkam. 

that poor old:man aux cont. d a:good:walker/walks a great 

'That poor old man is a good walker/walks a great deal/ 
distance consistently.' 

deal 

(6) Namt 'a i 9 s-himidkam. 

n:aux reached a:good:walker 

'Did you (pI) catch up with the good walker?' 

(7) Nap s-ma:c hegai ma~ d s-amicudkam. 

n:aux know he that:is d one:who:is:knowledgeable/ 
knowledgeable one 

'Do you know the one who is the knowledgeable one?' 

(8) Nat m-wui neo 9 s-amicudkam. 

n:aux you:to speak g one who is knowledgeable/knowledgeable:one 

'Did the knowledgeable one speak to you?' (Some speakers take 
s-amicudkam to refer to a lawyer.) 

have discussed the morphological ~ffects of negation at a num

ber of points. It i's possible to negate ~-words (for most speakers) 

and, as a result, lose the s-element on the word. ~ and £-words with 
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-kam have the same morphological property, but the result has a special 

semantic character. 

(9) Nat jiwia g pi amicudkam. 

did arrive g not knowing one 

'Did the not knowing one arrive?' 

(10) Napt 'am wui ~eo g pi himidkam. 

n:aux there to speak g not walking one 

'Did you speak to the non-walker?' 

(11) Hegai '0 c} pi amicudkc:m. 

he aux d not knowing:one 

'He is not knowing one.' 

(12) No 'am daha hegai ma~ ~ pi himidkam. 

n:aux there sit he that:is d non:walker 

'Is the non-walker sitting there?' 

The word + kam and the negative marker £1 can be taken as a whole, i.e., 

£1 'amicudkam 'not-knowing-one', £1 himidkam 'non-walking-one', 'disabled 

person'. As a unit, £1 amicudkam is interpreted as a derived g-element 

word, a word that refers to a person, thus £1 amicudkam could very 

1 ikely be a Papago nickname. The form £1 himidkam is identical. Thus, 

unl ike ~-words, ~ and ~-words, when negated, are no longer ~-words. 

The Desiderative-Causative 

The mixed category words to be discussed in this section involve 

two suffixes whose behavior I have already considered -- the suffix -im 

and the suffix -cud/c. The label for the combination, desiderative

causative, is descriptive of the presence of both. Recall from the 
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discussion in Chapter Four that -im is a suffix that takes 0-element 

words to s-words. Further, all such ~-words share the property of 

'desiring to perform some actl. The examples in (13) are a small sam

ple. 

(13) s-ko:sim 'desiring to sleep' 

s-himim 'desiring to leave, gol 

s-melim 'desiring to go (by auto) I 

s-hugim 'desiring to eat l 

s-neidam 'desiring to see l 

s-cipkanam 'desiring to work ' 

s-neokim 'desiring to talk ' 

s-i lim 'desiring to drink ' 

s-cicwim 'desiring to play' 

s-dahim 'desiring to sit ' 

s-kekwuim 'desiring to standi 

s-ne'im 'desiring to sing' 

s-kaim 'desiring to hear' 

s-~o~akim 'desiring to sleep' 

One crucial point in the discussion of this suffix was the semantic 

condition that such words, as argument-takers, place on the subject of 

the sentence. As each of the three examples in (14) through (16) illus

trate, the subject of the sentence must be not only animate, but also 

capable of volition. 



(14) A:ni Ian s-ko:sim. 

aux desire:to:sleep 

I I desire to sleep/I want to sleep.' 

(15) Husi lat s-himim. 

Joe aux desire:to:go/leave 

IJoe desires/wants to leave. ' 

(16) Huan 10 ha'icu s-hugim. 

John aux something desire:to:eat 

'John desires/wants to eat something. I 
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Recall also from the discussion of Chapter Five that the suffix 

-cud/c attaches to 0-element words and results in another 0-element 

word with the additional notion of causation. The words in (17) are 

examples. 

(17) ko:sc Icause to sleepl (ko:s-c) 

melc Icause to run l (med-c) 

himc Icause to walk ' (him-c) 

wail ic Icause to dance ' (waila-c) 

hugc I cause to eat I (hu (g) -c) 

The following are representative of simple czusatives in Papago. 

(18) Mal i :ya I at ko: sc 9 'all. 

Mary aux caused:to:sleep 9 baby 

'Mary caused/made the baby to sleep.' 

(19) Huan 10 lab mel cud g I,ia: gina. 

John aux there cause:to:drive/go 9 car 

'John cause/made the car go. I 



(20) Huan '0 an has wail icud 9 lal i. 

John aux there about cause:to:dance g baby 

'John is causing/making the baby dance about.' 
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The suffix -cud/E places certain conditions on the arguments. Since 

all ~-element words that take this suffix become transitive 0-element 

words, there are (at least) two arguments that have to be taken into 

consideration. One is the syntactic 'subject' and the other is the 

'object'. The object in causative sentences need not be animate, but 

and most importantly -- it must be interpreted as lacking any power or 

control over the action which it performs. So, in sentences (18) ~nd 

(20) ~ 'baby' has no control or power over what it is doing, whether 

'sleeping' or 'dancing'. (In (19) the object is inanimate and thus 

has absolutely no control over any action in any case.) In addition to 

this requirement imposed on an object, the subject in a causative sen

tence must have absolute control over the action. Complete control 

does not preclude the subject from being inanimate. 

(21) Ku:bs 'atii-i'ihokc. 

dust aux me:cause:to:cough 

'The dust caused/made me cough.' 

In (21) ku:bs 'dust' is inanimate. For (21) to be a good sentence, 

ku:bs 'dust' must actually come into contact with the person who coughs. 

And, the action of coughing is still totally out of the control of the 

person who performs the action. 

We are now ready to consider the combination of -im 'desidera

tive' and -cud!c 'causative'. Any desiderative s-word which is 
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intransitive can take the causative suffix -cud/~, as in the following 

examples. 

(22) a. s-ko:sim s-ko:simc 

s-ko: s- im 

s-sleep:DESIDERATIVE 

'to desire to sleep' 

b. s-h imim 

s-him-im 

s-walk:DESIDERATIVE 

'to desire to walk, 
go, 1 eave' 

c. s-' i 1m 

s-i-im 

s-drink:DESIDERATIVE 

'to desire to drink' 

d. s-hi 'am 

s-ko:s-im-c 

s-sleep:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE 

'something made him desire to 
sleep' 

s-himimc 

s-him-im-c 

s-walk:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE 

'something made him desire to 
leave, go' 

s-' i' imc 

s-' i-im-c 

s-drink:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE 

'something made him desire to 
dri nk' 

s-h i 'amc 

s-hia-im s-hia-im-c 

s-urinate:DESIDERATIVE s-urinate:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE 

'to desire to urinate' 'something made him desire to 

e. s-hugim 

s-hug- im 

s-eat:DESIDERATIVE 

'to desire to eat' 

urinate' 

s-hugimc 

s-hug-im-c 

s-eat:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE 

'something made him desire to 
eat (something)' 
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The word which results is a "mixed" category word, in that it has the 

properties of an ~-word (from -~) and it has the properties of a 0-

element word (from -cud/~). For example, s-ko:s-im-c refers to the 

property of 'desiring to sleep' and, by virtue of the causative suffix, 

it also refers to an act, that of causation. Syntactically, it should 

function only as an argument-taker -- and this is the case. 

(23) S-o-dahimc lat g gewkogdag. 

s-object-sit:desiderative:causative aux g tiredness 

'Tiredness made me desire to sit down. I 

There are interesting complexities to sentences with a desidera

tive-causative argument-taker. 

The desiderative-causative meets the essence of the conditions 

proposed above for simple desideratives and simple causatives -- one 

argument is volitional (has will) and one argument has complete cuntrol. 

But desiderative-causatives are distinct, and essentially idiosyr.cratic, 

in that: (I) the object of the sentence is the argument which has vol i

tion; and (2) the subject possibil ities for dejiderative-causatives are 

exceedingly I imited, I imited to only a small subset of that allowed in 

simple causatives. 
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Consider the following desiderative-causative sentence: 

(24) s-n-dahimc 'at 'a:iii g 

s-object-sit:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux determiner 

gewkogdag. 

tiredness 

'Tiredness made me want to sit down.' 

The sentence in (24) has an object, 'a:ni, and a subject, gewkogdag. 

As in desiderative sentences, one of the arguments is volition-

al here 'a:ni. Unl ike desideratives, however, it is the object which 

is vol itional in desiderative-causatives. Compare, for example, the 

pair of sentences in (25) below. 

(25) a. S-n-himimc 'at. 

s-object-walk:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux 

'I desire to go' or more I iterally 'something made me 
des i re to go.' 

b. S-h imim '0 g Huan. 

s-walk:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux determiner John 

'John desires to go.' 

In both (24a) and (25b) there is one argument which is vol ition-

al and in both the vol itional argument is some animate being. The 

crucial difference is that in (25a) the argument which must be vol ition-

al is the object and in (25b) it is the subject. 

As in causative sentences, one of the arguments has complete 

cont rol in (24), it is gewkogdag. Consider also the following exam-

pies. 
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(26) S-n-lilimc lat 9 tonomdag. 

s-object-drink:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux determiner thirst 

IThirst made me desire to drink. 1 

(27) S-n-hugimc lat g bihugimdag. 

s-object-eat:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux determiner hunger 

IHunger made me desire to eat.1 

In ail three of these sentences, the fact that the argument which is 

the subject or the causer is also in complete control may not be as 

obvious as in the simple causative. Compare, for example, the simple 

causatives in (18) through (20). However, in (24), (26), and (27) the 

"causerll is an internal state. The individual experiencing the desire 

to sit down or the desire to drink or the desire to eat is powerless 

against it; thus, the "causer" in all three sentences -- the subject 

argument -- has complete control. 

In regard, then, to the notion of complete control and its asso

ciation specifically with the subject argument, desiderative-causatives 

and the two, and the special character of the desiderative-causative, 

become clear upon a closer examination of desiderative-causatives: the 

subject in desiderdtive-causative sentences is subject to stringent re

quirements. These requirements are such that, in most desiderative

causative sentences, it is impossible for a subject to be present. 

The subject of (24), (26), and (27) is a -~ word, that is, a 

word which contains the suffix -~ (not the same -dag that derives 

s-words from 0-element words, e.g. s-cipkandag la good workerl, 
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discussed in Chapter Three). ~ is a suffix which attaches to some 

0-element word and makes it a ~-word. (28) below gives some examples. 

(28) 0-element word + ~ = ~-word 

cipkan 'is/was working' 

'oi 'i s/was following' 

'i: 'drank' 

ma:si 'born, dawn' 

ceggia 'is/was fighting' 

him 'is/was walking' 

gia, 'to take by hand, 
handle' 

wi:pia 'to leave' 
oJ 

mehi 'to set on fire' 

cipkandag 'work, job' 

'oidag 'fields' 

'i'idag 'drunkeness' 

ma:sidag 'birthday' 

ceggiadag 'war, a fight' 

himdag 'way of 1 ife, culture' 

9 i 'adag 'hand Ie' 

wi:piadag 'remains' 

mehidag 'charred remains' 

The category of -dag words is larger than that pattern represented in 

(28) would suggest. The suffix -~ also attaches to ~-words. (29) 

below gives a small sample. 

(29) ,9.-word + ~ = ,9.-word 

'" nowi 'hand' nowidag 'sleeve' 

kahio 'leg' kahiodag 'pantleg' 

ki: 'house' k i : dag 'hous i ng , 
...J 

'i:wagi 'greens' 'i:wagidag 'vegetation leaves' 

ba:?o 'chest' ba:~odag 'apron' 

wa iIi 'a dance' wail idag 'dance' 

s i : 1 'sadd 1 e ' si:ldag 'the saddle of something' 

'u~ab 'sap' 'u~abdag 'the sap of something' 
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The difference between the set in (28) and that in (29) is clear: the 

former are the Papago equivalent of Engl ish abstract nouns; the latter 

are less easy to characterize, but definitely are not abstract nouns. 

We have already seen that the subject in (24), (26) and (27) is a -dag 

word. We can now be more precise. The subject of a desiderative

causative must be a -~ word, specifically a 0-element + -~ word 

i.e. the Papago equivalent of an abstract noun. 

However, not any -~ word can occur as the subject in a desi

derative causative sentence. (30) is a desiderative-causative sentence 

with a -~ word as a subject, but the sentence is not good Papago. 

(30) *S-~-'i'imc lat 9 

s-object-drink:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux determiner 

cipkandag. 

work 

'Work made me desire to drink.' 

Only a small subset of the -~ words is possible as the subject in a 

desiderative-causative sentence. These are ones which refer to some 

internal state or emotion. (31) contains an exhaustive list. 

(31) 0-element + ~ = 

tonam Ito be thirsty' 

bihugim Ito be hungry' 

gewkog Ito be tired ' 

mumku Ito be sick ' 

tonamdag 'thirst ' 

bihugimdag 'hunger ' 

gewkogdag 'tiredness ' 

mumkudag 'sickness ' 
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The subjects in (24), (26), and (27) are all included on this list; 

0-element word ~ ~ words which do not refer to some internal state or 

emotion -- cf. the I ist in (29) -- may not be subjects in desiderative

causative sentences. 

Finally, even if the subject is chosen from the I ist in (31), 

a desiderative-causative sentence could still be unacceptable. The 

subject must have a direct relationship to the emotion or internal 

state being experienced. In (24), (26), and (27), the subjects are so 

related: gewkogdag 'tiredness ' has a direct relationship to the desire 

to sit down; bihugimdag 'hunger' has a direct connection to the desire 

to eat; and tonamdag 'thirst ' has a direct connection to the desire to 

drink. However, (32) even though it contains an abstract noun having 

to do with some internal state, in fact, even though we know that 

bihusimdas is a possible subject in some desiderative-causative sen-

tences, is not a good sentence. Bihusimdas 'hunger ' is not directly 

related to the desire to drink. 

(32) ''<S-ii-i I imc lat g 

s-object-drink:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux determiner 

bihugimdag. 

hunger 

'Hunger made me desire to drink.' 

have discussed three requirements which the subject of a de

siderative-causative must meet: (I) it must be a 0-element word + -~, 

an abstract ~-word: (2) it must be a particular type of abstract ~-word, 

specifically, one referring to an internal state or emotion; (3) it must 
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have a direct relationship to the desire being experienced. These 

three requirements clearly restrict the possible choices for the sub-

ject in any desiderative-causative sentence. In fact, the norm for 

most desiderative-causative sentences is that there is no lexical item 

which meets the requirements; the standard desiderative-causative, 

thus, obligatorily lacks a subject. The following illustrate this fact. 

(33) S-n-ko: s imc 'at. 

s-object-sleep:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux 

'I am sleepy.' or I iterally, 'Something made me desire to 
sl eep.' 

S-n-himimc 'at. 

s-object-walk:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux 

'I want to leave, go.' or 'Something made me desire to leave.' 

S-n-sosakimc . . 'at. 

s-object-cry:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux 

'I feel 1 ike cryin~' or 'Something made me desire to cry.' 

S-n-h i 'amc 'at. 

s-object-urinate:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux 

'I feel 1 ike urinating.' 

S-n-wihosimc 'at. 

s-object-vomit:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux 

'I feel like throwing up.' or 'Something makes me feel 1 ike 
throwing up.' 



S-n-biscimc 

s-object-sneeze:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux 

'I feel I ike sneezing.' or 'Something makes me feel I ike 
sneezing.' 

S-n-je:nimc 

s-object-smoke:DESIDERATIVE:CAUSATIVE aux 

'I feel I ike smoking.' or 'Something makes me feel like 
smoking' 
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In summary, desiderative-causatives have one argument which must 

be volitional and another which must have complete control. However, 

(1) the former is associated not with the subject, but with the object 

and (2) the requirements for the latter are such that they effectively 

preclude the presence of a subject in the vast majority of desiderative-

causative sentences. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

Summary 

This dissertation has been an examination of derivational 

morphology in Papago. At the outset, therefore, there was the necessi

ty of establ ishing the lexical categories of Papago. I proposed a 

relatively concrete way of making the divisions among lexical categor

ies -- the occurrence of a lexical item with ~ or ~- or neither. The 

division based on these formal characteristics has clear semantic cor

relates. 

Upon establ ishing the lexical categories of Papago, I presented 

a representative sample of derivational suffixes and considered the 

behavior of each. The discussion of each suffix was concerned with 

three major points: 

What lexical category does the suffix attach to? 

What category does the resulting word have? 

What are the semantic changes accompanying the lexical changes? 

Consequences 

With the three categories proposed in Cha~ter 1, there are a 

number of logically possible category changes. 

~-word to ~-word 

~-word to s-word 

~-word to ~-element word 
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*s-word to s-word 

,"s-word to ,2,-word 

*s-word to ~-element word 

0-element word to 0-element word 

0-element word to s-word 

0-element word to ,2,-word 

But, the starred possibil ities do not occur. Rather, an ~-word which 

is involved in a derivational process maintains its s-word character, 

resulting in the "mixed" words discussed in Chapter Six. 

s-word to s- and .2,-word 

s-word to s- and 0-word 
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The explanation for the difference between s-words on the one 

hand and ,2,-words and 0-element words on the other may I ie in the seman

tics of the categories. Recall that s-words refer to characteristics; 

.2,-words, to objects; and 0-element words, to actions or states. The 

pattern above argues that the following semantic changes are easy: 

object to action or state 

action or state to object 

object to characteristic 

action or state to characteristic 

but that others pose some difficulty. 

characteristic to object 

characteristic to action or state 
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Other Areas for Consideration 

The behavior of the epenthetic ~ needs further study. The 

question remains as to why some 0-element words ending in a final conso

nant require the epenthetic ~ preceding certain suffixes, but others do 

not. Further, the possibil ity that a word which requires the epenthetic 

a for one suffix will require it for all remains to be examined. Fin-

ally, 

words. 

am unclear as to whether epenthetic ~ is 1 imited to 0-element 

In regard to 0-element words in particular, further exploration 

of the behavior of the derived form is required. Recall that perfec

tive and imperfective 0-element words are distinguished in Papago by 

truncation -- i.e. wakon 'washing (imperfective)' and ~ 'wash (pt:t

fective) '. Some derived 0-element words do not vary in their perfective 

and imperfective forms, for example, 0-element words formed with the 

suffix -cud. 

Finally, especially in regard to 0-element words, the vast area 

of inflectional morphology in Papago remains uncharted. 
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